WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

One Hundred Twenty-Eighth Commencement

May Nineteenth
Nineteen Hundred Eighty-Nine
Eight-Thirty Friday Morning
A Brief History of Washington University

Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadrangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World's Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was built to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original “Academic Gothic” architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.

A Note on the Commencement Ceremony

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern of degree granting developed at the University of Paris, which was founded about 1100.

In the early days of the University of Paris the discipline of the students, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop who conferred the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor, acting as executive officer of the Board. Today the Chancellor and the Board act, as did the medieval Bishop when, acting together, they grant accreditation upon the student’s completion of the Faculty's requirements.
A Note on Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor's with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master's with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor's with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet. The hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Division</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Violet</td>
<td>Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Beige</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citron</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilac</td>
<td>Dentistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.

Banners

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University's Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. You will note that the side sections of the banners are red and green, the University's colors, and that the center section, which bears the seal of the University, is the color of the academic division.
Order of Exercises

Academic Procession

THE MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI CONCERT BAND OF ST. LOUIS
Directed By
Dan Presgrave
Director of Bands at
Washington University

The National Anthem

RAYMOND JONES, JR.
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

Remarks

LEE M. LIBERMAN
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Commencement Address

HENRY EUGENE HAMPTON
Creator and Producer
"Eyes on the Prize"
and President, Blackside, Inc.

Conferral of Honorary Degrees

WILLIAM H. DANFORTH
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees

Musical Interlude

RAYMOND JONES, JR.

Student Address

FRANCIS KIET LE
College of Arts and Sciences

Conferral of Academic Degrees

CHANCELLOR DANFORTH
Assisted by the Provost, EDWARD S. MACIAS

The Chancellor's message to the 1989 graduates

Alma Mater

RAYMOND JONES, JR.

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle.
At the conclusion of the ceremony, the audience will remain seated until the recession has left the Quadrangle.
Grand Marshal
Honorary Grand Marshal

FACULTY DIVISIONS

I Chancellor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Senate Council, Speakers, Honorary Degree Recipients, Members of the University Administration

ASSOCIATE GRAND MARSHAL

II Members of the Board of Trustees

Marshal

III Fiftieth Reunion Class

Marshals

IV Deans and Members of the Faculty

Marshal

CEREMONIAL, COMMENCEMENT AND STUDENT MARSHALS

Ceremonial Marshals are charged with the responsibility of hooding Student Marshals during the commencement exercises when degrees are conferred to each division. Commencement Marshals lead each division during the opening commencement procession. Student Marshals represent the student body of each division and carry the divisional banners and signs during the procession.

Ceremonial Marshals

Kevin Herbert and Stuart D Yoak

James R Burmeister

Ellen Marie Reynolds

Merle Haberman

Marla Caryl Zissman

Richard W Brand

Winsome Amanda Henry-Ward, Darrell Richard Jensen, Gregory John Jorgenson

John N Drobak

Linda Katherine Baxter, Laura Kathleen Wolfe Rebbe, Wendy C. Skjerven

Wil Fritz

Mary Elizabeth Baker, Hai-Ping Wang, Carol Ann Woodward

Ronald Leax

Emily Ann Williams

Lillian Catherine Maurer and Joseph Daniel Swift

Brown
VI Commencement Marshal
Master of Science in Business Administration
Master of Business Administration
Student Marshals Jennifer Dorothy Plumley and John P Stephan
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Student Marshal

*Silver-Beige*

VII Commencement Marshal
Master of Architecture and Urban Design
Master of Architecture
Student Marshals Glendolyn Short Morris and Richard Eric Nelson
Bachelor of Technology
Student Marshal

*Blue-Violet*

VIII Commencement Marshal
Master of Information Management
Master of Engineering Management
Student Marshal Cheryl Dianna Morgan-Johnston
Bachelor of Technology
Bachelor of Science
Student Marshals Donna D Mueller and Vincent George Stollhans, Jr.

*Gray*

IX Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Science
Student Marshal Keith Andrew Salzman
Master of Science
Student Marshal Mary Etta Wheeler
Bachelor of Science
Student Marshal Kelly Allen Bierman

*Orange*

X Commencement Marshal
Master of Health Science
Student Marshal Cheryl Ann Caldwell
Bachelor of Science
Student Marshals Thomas Anthony Burkemper and Janice Rhine Evans

*Golden Yellow*

XI Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Philosophy
Doctor of Education
Student Marshals Joni Louise Kinsey, Virginia Sue Taylor, Michael Louis Wroge

*Dark Blue*

XII Commencement Marshal
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Master of Music
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Liberal Arts
Master of Fine Arts in Writing
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Arts
Student Marshals Richard T Bryne, Jr., Rose Patricia Marie Passalacqua, Jill Ann Zitzewitz

*William F Orrick*
White
XIII  Commencement Marshal
Bachelor of Arts
Student Marshals

EB McDonald

Sandra Michiko Momohara, John Helm Pollack,
Maurice Orlando Wallace

White

The asterisk beside a student's name indicates combined degree recipient.
The recession will follow the same order as the procession.

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Michael Lee Goering, President
Andrea Rebecca Arluck, Vice President
Alice Lui, Treasurer
Donald R Diforio, Secretary
Order of Presentation

I Bachelor of Arts

II Master of Arts
  Master of Arts in Education
  Master of Fine Arts in Writing
  Master of Liberal Arts
  Master of Arts in Teaching
  Master of Music
  Master of Science in Speech and Hearing

III Doctor of Education
  Doctor of Philosophy

IV Bachelor of Science
  Master of Health Science

V Bachelor of Science
  Master of Science
  Doctor of Science

VI Bachelor of Science
  Bachelor of Technology
  Master of Engineering Management
  Master of Information Management

VII Bachelor of Technology
  Master of Architecture
  Master of Architecture and Urban Design

VIII Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
  Master of Business Administration
  Master of Science in Business Administration

IX Bachelor of Fine Arts
  Master of Fine Arts

X Master of Social Work

XI Doctor of Law
  Master of Laws

XII Doctor of Dental Medicine

XIII Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
  Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy
  Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
  Master of Science in Physical Therapy
  Master of Health Administration
  Doctor of Medicine
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1988-1989.

M Harold Blumenfeld
Professor of Music
At Washington University since 1950

Barbara I Brown
Professor of Biological Chemistry
At Washington University since 1950

Jun-Ichi Hano
Professor of Mathematics
At Washington University since 1962

Orland W Johnson
Professor of Music
At Washington University since 1961

Viola Liu
Associate Professor of Chinese
At Washington University since 1967

Powell Niland
Professor of Management
At Washington University since 1957

Harold W Shipton
Professor of Electrical Engineering and Professor of Biomedical Engineering in the Institute for Biomedical Computing
At Washington University since 1979

Stanley Spector
Professor of Chinese Studies
At Washington University since 1955

Lawrence C Steefel, Jr.
Steinberg Professor of Art History
At Washington University since 1967

Leonard J Tolmach
Professor of Radiation Biology
At Washington University since 1958

Edward F Vastola
Professor of Neurology
At Washington University since 1974

Robert A Wykes
Professor of Music
At Washington University since 1955
HONORARY DEGREES
KENNETH JOSEPH ARROW

DOCTOR OF LAWS

Kenneth J. Arrow's contributions to general equilibrium theory have been called "the most important work in economics in the last 40 years." It was for that work and his work on social choice theory that Arrow, the Joan Kenney Professor of Economics and professor of operations research at Stanford University, was awarded the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Science in 1972. "It is difficult to think of another person who has had as much durable impact on as many academic fields as Arrow," says Robert L. Virgil, dean of Washington University's School of Business. "He has played a significant role in the development of the entire area of the economics of organizations." Arrow's work also established the basis for the entire field of information economics. Considered one of the fathers of operations research, Arrow has done fundamental work in decision making under uncertainty and the role of security markets, as well as applied work in the areas of learning-by-doing and the economics of insurance. Arrow began his professional career as research associate for the Cowles Commission for Research in Economics in 1947. In 1949 he joined the faculty of Stanford University, where he advanced to a full professor of economics, statistics and operations research by 1953. In describing his work at Stanford, The Writers Directory 1986-1988 states: "Outstanding among his achievements, and one with implications beyond economics, was his 'impossibility theorem,' by which he was able to demonstrate, in a brilliant and inventive mathematical proof, that a perfect system of democratic choice-making is in principle impossible." Arrow moved to Harvard University in 1968, where he was professor of economics and the James Bryant Conant University Professor from 1974 until 1979. Since 1979 he has held the Kenney professorship at Stanford. Arrow is the author of 20 books, including Social Choice and Individual Values, Studies in Linear and Nonlinear Programming, Essays in the Theory of Risk-Bearing, and Studies in Resource Allocation Processes. He is a member of the National Academy of Sciences, the American Philosophical Society and the Institute of Medicine, and a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. A Phi Beta Kappa, Arrow received his bachelor's degree in social science from the College of the City of New York, where he received the Gold Pell Medal for highest grades, and his master's in mathematics and doctorate in economics from Columbia University. Arrow's influence, says Virgil, "has extended well beyond the perimeters of business scholarship. He has been recognized world-wide for his contributions that touch many fields."

JOHN BERNARD ERVIN

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

From teaching in a one-room schoolhouse to accepting a presidential appointment, John B. Ervin has spent his long career as a champion of equal opportunity in education. A nationally recognized educator, Ervin was dean of the School of Continuing Education and Summer School at Washington University from 1968 to 1977. He was vice president of the Danforth Foundation, a national philanthropic education organization, from 1977 until his retirement in 1986. As vice president, he provided leadership for the Foundation's work in urban education and was director of the Danforth Graduate Fellowship Program. He also served as monitor of the Dorothy Danforth Compton Fellowship grant series with 10 universities, which helped provide graduate fellowships to Black, Mexican-American, Native American and Puerto Rican students. In 1986, Washington University established the John B. Ervin Scholarship Program, which provides full-tuition scholarships for talented college-bound black high school students. The scholarship program was established in Ervin's honor for "his recognition of education as a worthwhile undertaking, and his lifelong commitment to achievement of excellence and quality education." Currently, 22 students are attending Washington under the merit-based scholarship program. An additional 10 Ervin scholars are expected on campus for the 1989-90 school year. A native of Birmingham, Ala., Ervin has a bachelor's degree from Kent State University and a master's degree and doctorate from Columbia University. He came to St. Louis in 1949 after teaching in Ohio's public schools. He was dean of instruction at what is now known as Harris-Stowe State College when he joined Washington University in 1965 as associate dean of continuing education and director of the summer school. He is past president of the National University Extension Association and was appointed by both Presidents Ford and Carter to the National Advisory Council on Extension and Continuing Education, for which he served as chairman from 1978-79. A life member of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Ervin has been active in dozens of com-
munity and national professional organizations, including the White House Conference on Education and the Regional Commerce and Growth Association. He has served on the board of trustees of such organizations as St. Louis Children’s Hospital, the St. Louis Art Museum and the United Way of Greater St. Louis.

HELEN FRANKENTHALER

DOCTOR OF FINE ARTS

In the early 1960s, Helen Frankenthaler was at the forefront of a trend in American painting moving from abstract expressionism to what is now known as color-field painting. In *The History of Modern Art*, Frankenthaler is described as a “transitional figure between abstract expressionism and color-field painting. She was the first American painter after Jackson Pollock to see the implications of the color-staining of raw canvas to create an integration of color and ground in which foreground and background ceased to exist.” In addition to her numerous one-woman exhibitions around the world, Frankenthaler’s paintings are in the permanent collections of most major museums in the country, including The Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art and the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York City; the St. Louis Art Museum; the Chicago Art Institute; and the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. Her work also is in public collections in Australia, Austria, England, France, Germany, Israel, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Northern Ireland and South Africa. She has been the subject of several films, including “Frankenthaler: Toward a New Climate,” produced and directed by Perry Miller Adato in 1978 as part of a seven-part series on women in art. The film won first prize in the fine arts category of the 1979 American Film Festival. Another film highlighting Frankenthaler’s achievements was “A Woman’s Place,” a documentary on “Remarkable American Women” produced by Time Inc. Born in New York City, Frankenthaler received her bachelor’s degree from Bennington (Vt.) College. She was elected a trustee of Bennington College in 1967 and was the first woman to be elected a Fellow at Calhoun College, Yale University, in 1968. Frankenthaler is a member of the National Institute of Arts and Letters, the National Council on the Arts and the Corporation of Yaddo in Saratoga Springs, N.Y. She is the recipient of numerous awards, including the Garrett Award in the 70th American Exhibition at the Art Institute of Chicago in 1972, the “Extraordinary Woman of Achievement” award at the 50th anniversary of the National Conference of Christians and Jews in 1978 and the 1979 Bennington College Alumni Award for Outstanding Achievement. She has presented seminars and lectures at universities around the country, including Washington University, where her work is part of the permanent collection of the Gallery of Art.

HENRY EUGENE HAMPTON

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

Henry E. Hampton has a dream. “I’m not just interested in making good films,” he says. “I have an equal need to have them seen and have an impact on people.” As executive producer of “Eyes on the Prize: America’s Civil Rights Years (1954-1965),” the Washington University alumnus has seen his dream become a reality. “Eyes on the Prize,” a six-part documentary series that aired nationally on PBS beginning in January 1987, was seen by an estimated 20 million viewers. The series used a mix of historical footage and recent interviews with participants to chronicle the major events that followed the 1954 Supreme Court ruling that outlawed segregation in public schools, concluding with the passage of the Voting Rights Act in 1965. The program won 23 awards, including being named “Program of the Year” by the Television Critics Association, “Best Documentary” by TV Guide and “Best of Festival” by the American Film and Video Festival. The series, which aired again in 1988, also earned an Academy Award nomination for Best Documentary, and episodes five and six won Emmy awards from the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. As public information director for the liberal Unitarian-Universalist Association in the mid-1960s, Hampton had witnessed and written about the civil rights movement. He also had learned how influential the media could be in effecting social change. So, in 1968, with a $12,000 contract to produce four television shots and with a vision of producing films that would generate change in the hearts of viewers, Hampton founded Blackside Inc. In his 20 years as president of Blackside, Hampton has produced or been responsible for more than 50 major films and media projects, including several multiple film series for J. Walter Thompson, the National Institute of Mental Health and the U.S. Department of Commerce. He served as executive producer of “Voices of a Divided City,” which aired nationally on PBS in 1982, and was executive producer and writer for “Kinfolks,” a documentary that examined the state of the black family. “Kinfolks” was selected for a CEBA Award in 1979 as the best long-form documentary on
minority Americans. He currently is finishing work on a second “Eyes on the Prize” program. The eight-part series, which covers the civil rights movement from 1965 to 1980, will air on PBS in January 1990. Hampton, who earned a bachelor’s degree in premed and English literature from Washington University in 1961, was the 1987 recipient of the Roger Baldwin Award of the Massachusetts Civil Liberties Union and the Holmes Weatherly Award from the Unitarian Universalist Association. He is the board chairman of the Museum of Afro American History, founding trustee and director of the Boston Center for the Arts, board member of several community organizations and has been actively involved in athletic programs for the disabled.

SEYMOUR SOLOMON KETY
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Seymour S. Kety’s first major scientific contribution was the development of a safe quantitative technique for measuring the circulation and metabolic function of the human brain, using a biologically inert tracer, nitrous oxide. After control studies with normal subjects, the technique was then productively applicable to many physiological and disease states, including both neurological and psychiatric illnesses. He then led the evolution of this technology so that local circulation in tiny parts of the brain could be measured in animals. With advances in radiochemistry and nuclear medicine technology, the modern PET scanner made it possible to safely measure local circulation and metabolic functions of high complexity in normal humans and in patients with serious diseases of the nervous system. Kety’s insistence upon quantitative techniques in a field where this goal seemed unattainable led to the establishment of an entire specialized field of metabolic neurobiology, with both basic science and clinical branches that are moving rapidly forward. Later Kety became interested in the significance of genetic factors in major psychiatric illnesses. He then led a group which established from careful studies of adopted children in Denmark that there is a powerful genetic factor in the cause of schizophrenia. Kety’s administrative leadership in neuroscience had even broader impact. Over a decade and a half, beginning in 1951, he held leadership positions in the intramural research programs of both the National Institute of Mental Health and the National Institute of Neurologic Diseases and Stroke. His wisdom and style in the selection of strong neuroscience leaders at NIH and, in turn, the large numbers of research fellows that they trained, are as significant as Kety’s own scientific accomplishments. His lifelong generosity to his colleagues and students has been matched only by his standard of scientific elegance. Kety, who received his bachelor’s and doctor of medicine degrees from the University of Pennsylvania, delivered the Twentieth Annual George H. Bishop Lecture in Experimental Neurology at the Washington University School of Medicine in 1975. A Phi Beta Kappa, he is a Distinguished Fellow of the American Psychiatric Association and a member of the National Academy of Sciences, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Philosophical Society, and the Society for Neuroscience. Among his many awards are the 1973 Jessie Stevenson Kovalenko Award of the National Academy of Sciences, the 1980 Passano Award, the 1980 Distinguished Service Award of the American Psychiatric Association, the 1988 National Academy of Sciences Award in Neurosciences and the 1988 de Hevesy Award of the Society for Nuclear Medicine. In April of this year, he received the first Award of the International Congress of Schizophrenia Research.

HOWARD ALLEN SCHNEIDERMAN
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Howard A. Schneiderman, chief scientist and senior vice president of research and development of Monsanto Company and adjunct professor of biochemistry at Washington University School of Medicine, is recognized internationally for creating and promoting alliances between research universities and American industry to solve important societal and commercial problems. A founding member of the Council of the Government-University-Industry Research Roundtable of the National Academy of Sciences, Schneiderman has led Monsanto and Washington University in the development of one of the most powerful university/industry research programs in the world. This alliance has created a sound model for similar arrangements both in the United States and abroad. Schneiderman also is recognized as a leader in the development of America’s biotechnology industry. While at Monsanto, he has directed programs that have led to basic scientific discoveries in the development of high-performance agricultural crops and increased livestock productivity, as well as focused attention on problems in human and animal health care and environmental clean-up. Prior to joining Monsanto, he was dean of the School of Biological Sciences and director of the
Center for Pathobiology at the University of California-Irvine, and had held positions at Cornell University and Case Western Reserve University. He remains professor on leave at the University of California, where he maintains an active professional interest in research in developmental biology. A fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and a member of the National Academy of Sciences, Schneiderman is on the National Council for the School of Engineering and Applied Science at Washington University. He serves on the boards of many organizations and institutions including the Missouri Botanical Garden and the Carnegie Institution of Washington. In 1987 he was appointed by President Ronald Reagan to a six-year term on the National Science Board. He has been a member of many editorial and advisory boards and continues to edit a series of textbooks in biology. Schneiderman, who was the Viktor Hamburger Lecturer at Washington University in 1981, is the author of more than 200 published research papers on various subjects, including developmental biology and genetics, insect biochemistry and plant growth. He also has published articles on industrial biotechnology and on university/industry interactions. A Phi Beta Kappa, Schneiderman has a bachelor's degree in mathematics and natural sciences from Swarthmore College, and a master's in zoology and a doctorate in physiology from Harvard University.

SONDRA JUDITH STANG

DOCTOR OF LETTERS

While teaching a course on the modern novel in the mid-1960s at Washington University, Sondra J. Stang, adjunct professor of English, discovered a gap in modern literary history that she has spent more than 20 years of her life trying to fill. One of the texts she used was *The Good Soldier* by Ford Madox Ford. Ford, the author of more than 80 books and founding editor of two prominent literary journals, had a career that spanned three generations of writers. He also helped promote the careers of, among others, writers Thomas Hardy, D.H. Lawrence, e.e. cummings, James Joyce, Ernest Hemingway, Ezra Pound, Eudora Welty and Gertrude Stein. After World War II, however, Ford’s esteem had fallen despite his many literary contributions. Of all his work only *The Good Soldier* remained in print and, in the 1950s, a major literary history relegated him to a four-line footnote, and that uncomplimentary. Stang’s reading of *The Good Soldier* differed intensely from that of the volume’s introduction. So intensely that, in her words, “The adrenaline started flowing. I was burned up. The critic who wrote that introduction hadn’t understood something very central in the book. I felt I had to set the record straight.” Fortunately for Stang, the Rare Book Room in Washington University’s Olin Library has one of the few nearly complete collections of Ford’s work in the world, and, determined to correct what she perceived as the incidental treatment of a major literary figure, she set out to read all of Ford’s published work in chronological order. Now considered the world authority on the previously slighted author, Stang has read all of Ford’s published work and most of his unpublished. She has overseen the publication of five new volumes on Ford in the past 11 years, including the 1977 *Ford Madox Ford*, a thorough and sympathetic summary of Ford’s life and work, and *The Presence of Ford Madox Ford*, a 1981 volume of memorial essays and reminiscences intended to amplify the existing record. Along with Solon Beinfeld, associate professor of history at Washington University, Stang edited the recently released *A History of Our Own Times*, Ford’s previously unpublished 350-page volume depicting the shift of values and power between 1870 and 1895. In what has been called a “Ford Madox Ford revival,” Stang has served an advisory role in reissue programs taking place in both the U.S. and England of Ford’s lesser-known novels and other books. Stang, who is married to Washington University Professor of English Richard Stang, received her bachelor’s degree in English literature and French literature from Hunter College and a master’s degree in 17th-century literature from Columbia University.
William J Abbott, Jr.
Edwin P Abrams
Marian P Adams
Orah M Lamke Ahlborg
Helen T Boekemeier Alderson
Carolyn M Allinson
Frank N Altman
Anita P Crosby Anderson
Henry N Andrews
Lorraine Klein Angeli
June Carolyn Kloske Arensmeyer
Wayne W Arnold
G Russell Auferheide
Ora Magdalena Coggins Avault

Stuart Baillie
Otto J Baltzer
Lonabess Willcockson Barnett
Sarah L Davison Barrett
Mary Ramona Merritt Bartels
Enid Mae Cole Bashford
Rebecca Barret Batterson
E Girard Bauer
Robert F Baumgartner
Josephine Johnson Beall
Francis H Becker
Irvin Becker
Louis Berger
Marie T Bergmann
Roy W Bergmann
Grace E Bergner
Libero L Bertagnolli
Esther Aguado Bess
Elinor M Baur Bethel
Bertha I Wittler Bevil
E Allen Bickley
Norman J Biebel
Elbert W Bien
Howard R Bierman
Leonard L Bierman
Kay Rose Nicklaus Bischoff
Eugene E Blackwell
Mary K Bell Blaha
Ethel Jane Blaske
Charlotte G Anschuetz Bleistein
Louise Marble Blind
Lackland H Bloom
Evelyn N Brueseke Blue
Bruce W Bohle
Bernice Meyers Bohlman
Ben Boxerman
Virginia Knight Brendel
Thomas E Brew
J Metcalf Bristow
Mary F Willert Bristow
Beatrice Kramer Brody
Ruth E Hessing Broemmelsiek
Elizabeth G Brooks
John W Brough
Frances Buss Buch
Vera Jones Burekhardt

Robert G Burdick
Robert K Byars
Richard H Caldemeyer
Dorothy M Calkins
Richard S Cannon
John M Carnahan, Jr.
Carroll L Cartwright
Lucile Olney Cason
Pearl Ellan Heim Chandler
Dallas J Chapin
Curtis M Chappell, Jr.
Raymond M Charnas
Mae Ellen Mensendieck Chaudet
Catherine A Howlett Childress
Virginia Lee Kretzer Christopher
Alice F Clark
Janet Picquet Clark
Marjorie C Thurman Cohen
Lester L Cohen
Phyllis Ann Gradwohl Cohen
Samuel T Cohen
George W Coleman
Julia C Coleman
Ralph L Cook
Gladys Pauline Husted Cooper
Irving Cornblath
Roy P Coster
Mary R Costello
Mathilde Creimeyer
Richard S Crews
Margaret Ann Ellis Crowe
Marian Milks Cummins
Thomas L Cummins, Jr.
Norma E Steines Cunningham
Miles Cunningham
Hugh C Cutler
William L J Dee
Bernard L Denker
John C Denman
Louis J Des Parois III
Earnest L DeWinter, Jr.
Harry A Dickman
Pauline Selma Levin Dobson
Carroll J Donohue
J Richard Donovan
Natalie Forshaw Dubois
Rey Eilers
William B Eiseman, Jr.
Mildred F Eisenmayer
Ralph W Emons
Frederick W Enoch, Jr.
Samuel R Evans
William P Evans II
Alvin M Extin
Gladdys E Johnson Ezell
Dorothy M Fargher
John S W Fargher
Janice H Walser Faulkner
Adolph H Felder
William F Ferfecky
Walter A Fernau, Jr.
John H Ferring
Cecelia Lee Fine
Jack E Fink
Harlan I Firminger
Erwin A W Fischer
James B Fisher, Jr.
Eva Lucille Davidson Fleischer
Alan H Fleishman
William T Flynn, Jr.
Francis Edwin Fowler
Leon J Fox
Maxine Sadie Weil Freedman
Dorothy Holmes Friday
Eugene V Friedrich
Hilda A T Fuchs
Paul W Fudemberg
Charles M Fullgraf
Thomas F Gallagher, Jr.
Harold G Garber
Rodolfo L Garcia
Lura M Gard
Harold Garden
Robert N Gartside
Clarence Garvey, Jr.
Robert O Gerst
Howard E Gilkes
James R Ginn
Bernice Bindler Gittelman
Grayce Essingham Goddard
William F Goessling, Sr.
Melba Levitt Gold
Harold E Goldberg
Melvin L Goldman
Ruth Marcus Goodhill
Ray Gordon, Jr.
Mary Scott Graves
Donald C Green
Lucille D Green
Gloria Elizabeth Ball Grimm
Sidney Grossman
Harold Guller
William M Guthrie
Oliver J Haas
Geneva R Hagarty
Jessie Arline Buder Hager
Edward Hampp
Audrey E Buddensick Hancock
Kenneth R Hancock
Virginia C Uhlmansiek Harmon
Norman W Hartman
C Marvin Harwood
Charles W Hawken
Martha Caroline Sobbe Heideman
George C Helme
William B Hennon
Oliver W Hickel, Jr.
Vera Beatrice Meyer Hickey
Cameron Higginbotham
Stuart D Hines
Henrietta Maizner Hochschild
Richard G Hoffmeister
Wilbert J Hohlt
Clinton M Hollocher
Ellabeth H Houghton
Martha Dunajcik Huelsman
Robert J Hughey
William L Hunker
Cathryn Lang Jameton
Donald D Janes
Regina M Jerzewiak
Hugh N Johnson
Mary Jane Schroeder Jones
Owayne V Jones
Robert L Jordan
Meyer Kahan
Sophie Kalinich
George M Kalmanson
Edith Mary Kaufman
Nathan B Kaufman
Kenneth C Kausal
Jacqueline Keaster
Emma Louise Jostes Keller
Shirley E Kendall
Frank R Kennedy
Frances Anne Choate Kenner
Leonard Kent
Mary Lois Filsinger Kessler
George L Kiefer
Dorothy V King
Paul H Kinsel
Lydia Marie Seibert Kirchoff
Harold Kirsch
Richard Klann
Marianne Wobus Klein
William O Klein
George R Kletzker
Oscar Klevens
O Charles Klingsick
Frederick W Knoke, Jr.
Robert Koenig
Joseph Kutten
Tess Lammers
Erwin Landau
Gaylord Epperson Landau
Marie Olga Lanius
Mary Maxine Larisey
Sara Doris Larner
Louise Edith Lampert Larsen
Victor W Leffler
Audrey A Leibundgut
James F Lenney
Frank H Leonard
William H Leue
Jane Edna Pechmann Lewis
Helen Dalies Leyh
Kathryn D Lind
James Lindhurst
Lois Elaine Keck Lindt
Esther Hope Huber Lloyd
Margaret Mabel Frank Londy
Susan Sallee Lorenz
Jane Bradshaw Loveless
Arline A Aegerter Lutton
Theodore Mairson
Ferdinand H Manger
Herbert W Markwort
Alfred Martin
John M Martin
Sadona Pollack Masters
Marion H Mathes
Lois Elaine Foerster Maxeiner
J Douglas Maynard
Charles R McAlister
Helen Elizabeth Close McCann
Marjorie F Johnson McConnell
Mary Kate Waters McGregor
Harry L McKee, Jr.
Kathren P McKinney
Helen June McMahon
Guy C McMillan, Jr.
Rosemary Datz Meacham
Harry H Mellman
Marian K Ketter Merrick
Henrietta K Mey
Antoinette Middlebrook
Mildred Arnetta Weiss Miksicek
Charles J Miller
Elmer B Miller
Opal May Hageman Miller
Walter E Moehle
Roy Mohr
Eugene G Monnig, Jr.
Jane Kelly Mowrey
Christ J Mueller
Olga Risch Mugele
John S Myers
Robert W Neslage
Robert E Newton
Esther L Zwilling Norris
William M Norris
Doris S Armbruster Orabka
Violet G Owens
Robert W Pastene
Elizabeth A I Paton
Dolores M Paul
Ruth Irene Peterson
Etta W Harkness Pflueger
Rosemary Ramsey Powell
Marie A Prange
Robert T Queen
Virginia Ray Frank Rashbaum
Dorothy Bobel Rayner
Marian Jack Recker
Dorothy McLeod Moore Reed
Harold G Reichardt
Shirley L Reichardt
Kathryn Clara Galle Reinhardt
Robert W Reinhardt
Herbert S Ribner
Edna Ruth Maxwell Roberts
Ann Elizabeth Bloomer Robertson
Ruth Jankawitz Rockmore
Dorothy E Rooney
Leonard F Rosenbaum
William C Rosenbaum
Miriam A Richter Rosenblatt
Annabel Drazen Rosenbloom
Joan Wolfert Rosenblum
Lois Rosenthal Ross
Winifred Walton Rowley
Leroy Sachs
Donald W Samuels
Milton M Sandstein
Gertrude M M Atkins Sansone
Frank A Saran
Don M Savage
Edwin M Schaefer, Jr.
Lorraine Kahn Levy Schein
Lois Jane Keller Schery
Oscar A Schmitt
Alexander W Schneider
Jennylouise L White Schneider
Harry E Schuster
Elizabeth C Schwinn
Robert F Seifert
Fred E Shell
Rosa Erbesfield Shields
Wilma Rose Shields
Ruth Emily Shipley
Robert H Shoenberg
James H Sido
Sedley M Siegfried
Harry A Silverstein
Uca Frances Simms
Marcia A Marks Sindel
John J Skubiz
Alice Moore Clifford Smith
Jane Ebling Smith
Meredith J Smith
Virginia Lee Eppler Smith
William Jay Smith
Marcella H Anderson Snider
Joseph Sondheimer
Joseph A Sporcic
Theodore J Stamos
Alton H Stein
Elliot Stein
Elizabeth Krone Holden Steiner
Nancy Clayton Williams Steinhauer
John T Stephan
Walter Carl Stern
Rolland E Stevens
Robert J Stockho
Marie C Deubler Stoeppler
G Oliver Stone, Sr.
Dorothy E Strickler
Fern C Stuckenbroeker
Margery Hegel Stumpf
Bernard Susman
Paul M Swarm
Frederick Taussig
Bernell May Sykes Thomas
James T Thorp, Jr.
Emily Marie Boles Tindall
Georgia Ann Brewster Tomlinson
Anthony R Tortora
Dorothy M Trueblood
Eloise Frances Bradley Tyzzer
Robert N Tyzzer, Jr.
Henry A Uhlemyer, Jr.
Phyllis Jean Quillman Upson
Clarence Veltman
Clarence Veltman
| Helen Marie Deppe Vollmar                        | Paul A Wilhelm                      |
| John J Vollmer                                   | Dorothy R Williams                  |
| Jane Sheehan Von Kaenel                         | Louise McClure Williams             |
| Huston E Wadlow                                  | Charles E Wills                     |
| Mary Jane Starr Wagler                          | Edward Norman Wilson                |
| Dorothy C Wagner                                 | Mack H Wilson                       |
| George Wallis                                    | Mary Jane Quisenberry Wirtz         |
| Jean Frances Dicks Watson                       | Robert J Wise                       |
| Elsie Eleanor Sante Weaver                      | Frank S Wissmath                    |
| Olive Lois Weaver                                | Elva G Hassendeubel Witler          |
| Virginia Ruth Hurd Weaver                        | William R Wittler                   |
| Carol L Weaverling                              | Harry A Wittler                     |
| Marvin W Webb                                    | Morris S Wortman                    |
| Gilbert L Wehner                                 | Evan L Wright                       |
| Lois Horwitz Weinberger                         | Mack Yates                          |
| Louis M Weltman                                  | Marvin Yavitz                       |
| Leona E Stauder Werner                           | Keith A Yenne                       |
| John W West                                      | Richard W Yore                      |
| Byrdie C Biston White                            | Virginia S Rasbach Yore             |
| Ida Janet Haverstick White                       | Ruth Emma Lydia Hagedorn Zeul       |
| Robert C White                                   | Dorothy Dean Ziern                  |
| Marjorie Adele Pruitt Whitley                    | Julia A Zimmerman                   |
| Mary Levering Chambers Wiese                     |
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
LINDA BRADLEY SALAMON, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS
May 19, 1989

summa cum laude

Wendy Suzanne Armstrong
David Wayne Beisecker
Daniel Joseph Bernstein
Leasa Kay Burton
Timothy Douglas Church
Patricia Anne Coutch
Laura Christine Delulio
Joel Malcolm Dickson
Elisabeth Anne Foley
Sandra Lynn Fullerton
Timothy Charles Geisler
Joshua Adam Gordon
Sarah Lynne Ham

Arthur Brian Kosowsky
Jason Cornick Mills
Wendy Lynn Niemi
John Helm Pollack
David Michael Polzin
Mark Allen Ramsey
Joseph Michael Biney
Philip Neil Sabes
David Soren Shobe
Sarah Lynn Skrainka
Rene Elizabeth Spencer
Nora Vanessa Takla
*Heidi Beth Vierow

magna cum laude

Daniel Robert Aaronson
Pamela Ruth Ator
Michele Lynne Berkel
Jeffrey Thomas Bersett
Prakash Krishin Bhatia
Joseph Michael Carbone
Milla Ann Chatman
Bruce Alexander Craig
Andrea Alyse Gerber
Audrey Gwynne Goldstein
John Michael Hall
Maria Beth Hastings
Elizabeth Rachel Holland
Samuel Brown Hughes
Brian Doran Levy
John Bertrand Lott

Linda Marie Marasco
Thomas M L Metzger
Sandra Michiko Momohara
Avery Howard Nathanson
Douglas Lloyd Noren
Edward Palattella
Andrew Eugene Paris
Connie Lee Petlitzer
Terry Lee Pexton
John Andrew Rubins
Brian Alan Smart
Rachel Miriam Spector
Tracy Ann Tatnall
Jennifer Ninel Toth
Stacey Lee Wiens

cum laude

Mark R Affolter
Angelyn Anderson Chandler
Rey Orlando Contreras
Donald R Diforio
Juan M Garcia
Susan Elizabeth Garvey
Howard D Geneslaw
Amin Said Ghabrial
Bradley Karl Gordon
John Robert Hermann
Amy Elizabeth Holtman
Richard Ivan Jako
Lara Lee Johnson
Franci Rozelle Kursh
Diana Lyn Laulainen
Karen Anne Levenberg

Perrin Wardlaw Lewis
Maryann Munson
Barak Levi Olins
Stephen Thomas Reinhart
Carolyn Beth Ruskin
Melanie Erna Schwarz
Brian Douglas Shames
Rena Lee Singer
Emily Claire Snyder
Pamela Jean Temps
Michael Stewart Tilkin
Maurice Orlando Wallace
Chandra Lee Wehrle
Laura Jeanne Zimmerman
Suzanne Chenault Robinson
Nanine Farnsworth Rogers
Eric David Rose
Scott Andrew Rose
Adria Jill Rosen
Jillian Rosen
Lisa Heidi Rottenberg
Lynne Rose Rubenstein
Devon Ira Rubin
Eleonore Ruffy
Daryl Sack
Sheila Sage
Daniel Asher Saklad, Jr.
Marielle Saliamonas
Fernando Cenobio Salido
Jay Anil Salpekar
Beth Jane Samperil
Meryl Beth Sanders
Chris Alan Sanderson
Amy Jean Schafer
Janice Louise Schaper
Melissa Kay Scharf
Elyssa Lara Scheffler
Daniel Paul Schmid
Julie Diane Schneider
Matthew Tayne Schneider
Clark Randall Schultz
Jess Dylan Schwartz
Karen Beth Schwartz
Paul Marc Schwartzberg
Jennifer Lynne Scollar
Martin Matthew Scott
Leslie Evan Seegel
Lisa Eleonora Seelinger
Naomi Segal
Sharon D Segal
Andre Marten Sevigny
Saleem A Shareef
Christine Louise Sharp
Richard Davis Shell
Robin Sherman
Koji Shimizu
Caroline Elizabeth Jocasta Silber
Susan Beth Silberman
Tricia Anne Silver
Jann Lee Simner
Margaret Simon
Julie Sirkin
Christopher Sirota
Jennie Ruth Sniderman
Jeni M Snyder
Raymund Anthony Sobocinski
Michele M Solis
Joan Geller Solomon
Nelson Soohoo
Peter Louis Sorkin
Mark Mitchell Spangler
Thomas Alphonse Sparno
Philip Wayne Springer
Lawrence Andrew State
Lauren Rachel Stein
Lewis Stein
Cara Michelle Sterling
Sandra Eileen Stiefel
Karen Anne Stockerl
Wendy Lynn Stojeba
Renata Milena Stoszek
Mary Elizabeth Studt
Helene Mollie Sugarman
Sherry Jean Suisman
Gary Jeffrey Summers
Arianne Sutner
Susan Ann Swan
Mark Evan Swarner
Jason Daniel Taff
Athena Toi Taite
Nicholas James Tallett
Stephanie Tavill
Elizabeth Irene Thien
Christian M Thomas
Todd Sterling Thuma
David James Tidey
Susan Emiko Tsutakawa
Melanie Hsaoynun Tung
Roger Eric Turbin
Roni Lynn Turesky
Rachel Anne Unanue
Virgilio Rene Veloso
Joseph B Viener
Joyce Taylor Von Drehle
Emily Marcia Wallen
Kathleen Suzanne Walling
Richard David Walner
Jennifer Lynn Walters
Gregory Frank Walner
Jenny Chun-I Wang
Lawanda Denise Warren
Julia Felice Weber
Aaron Joseph Weinert
Jonathan Teruo Weintraub
Heidi Jo Weisblat
Michael Owen Weiss
Paul Edoardo Weiss
Carolyn Mae Wernle
Sandra Gayle Wieder
Amy Colleen Wiegner
Ann Marie Wirtz
David Alan Wiviott
Rebecca Marjorie Wolfson
Eric Stephen Wolter
Kay Chia-Yin Wu
Rosalind Yun Mai Wu
Charles Seungwook Yahng
John Chungyuan Yang
James Alan Yarosh
Roger Spalding Yim
Lori Anne Zaslav
Maryl Renee Zeffren
Frederick Brian Zelley
BACHELOR OF ARTS

December 22, 1988

magna cum laude

BACHELOR OF ARTS

December 22, 1988

cum laude

Noga Askenazi
Margaret Ann Baker
†Pamela Lynn Baker
Carolyn J Beckermann
Anya Bonduransky
Denise Dale Bradley
†Paula K Bright
Karen Leah Cassidy
Heidi Ko Chua
Joseph John Clemente
William Kendall Coor
†David Scott Cowen
Sandra Ann Epstein
Virginia Aileen Fendell
†Deborah Lea Fowler-Dixon
Stephen Christopher Friet
Julia Katherine Haines
Kendall Costek Hall
Jeffrey B Haque
Murray Russell Hayes
Julie Wynne Hazel
Maria Lynn Holekamp
†Kirsten Jacobsen
Sarah Jane Melisande Jones
Sharon Ruth Katzman
April Elizabeth Kilburn
Holly Kuhn
Lisa Michelle Landrum
Craig Douglas Liddle

August 19, 1988

James Warren Alton
Renee Antoinette Baugh
Laura Reyes Bello
John Thomas Brewster
Joseph Chiang Ching
Dennis Lim Co
Jeanette Marie Dillon
Anthony Faustino
Honey Sue Fishman
†Scott E Forschler
David Michael Gallup
Cynthia Eve Gerber
Christopher Erik Gibson
Danielle Alisa Goodman
Beth Lauren Goss
David John Guthridge
Stephan O Haas

*Timothy Daniel Haney
Robyn Renee Harlow
Eric Charles Holtz
Erin Michael Kelly
Earl Mitchell Levin
Claude Alexander Liberman
Lisa Robin Light
†Paul Jui-Yuan Lin
*†Ruth Y Litovsky
†Anita Karen Lutz
Stephanie Ann Maehr
Linda Susan Marshall
Lori Ann McHenry
Andrew Scott McIntosh
Thomas Robert McNeely
Charles Seymour Merrin
Jonathan Mark Miller
John Edward Moore  
Morten Olrik  
Sang Joon Park  
Marcus E Raichle, Jr.  
Nina Beth Schatzkamer  
Eero Simo Matti Schultz  
Michael Anthony Seale

Jody Elizabeth Sobel  
Sean Michael Sperkowski  
Shannon Stevens  
Caroline Atwood Stookey  
Michelle Cecile Sutera  
Rebecca Angela Warren  
Deborah LaVerne Wellborn

| Indicates college honors |

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
EDWARD NATHAN WILSON, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF ARTS
May 19, 1989

In Anthropology
Cristobal Gnecco  
Carol Jean Campbell Maxwell

In Art History and Archaeology
Margaret Suraci Carothers  
Elizabeth Sarah Davis  
Alicia Margaret Miller  
Diane Alison Mullin  
Lisa Lyn Somogyi  
Tanya S Yatzeck

In Asian Studies
Gregory A McClain

In Biological Sciences
Laura E Dyer  
Ronald Mark Grady  
John Michael Holland  
Edward Chun Cheung Wong

In Chemistry
Tesfamichael Haile Arefaine  
Tedros W Bezabeh  
Thomas Andrew Bonasera  
Allyson Mae Christensen  
Stephen Michael Hoeft  
Susan Mueller Holl  
Scott Lee Rothhus  
Carol Breaux Wiegers

In Classics
Phillip Luther Brandt  
Mark Alan Nebel

In Communication Sciences
Linda Kay Kozma-Spytek

In Comparative Literature
Rong Cai  
Rebecca Lee Casey Haidt

In Economics
Michael John Haupert

In English and American Literature
Lisa Isaacs  
Charu Malik  
Wei He Xu

In French
Thierry Leger  
Olivier Penot  
Heidi Beth Vierow

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Elizabeth Anne Caplan  
Peter Claus Manfred Dieckow  
Susanne Eberhardt  
Franziska Geipel  
Petra Susanne Herz  
Gabriele Otto  
Andrea Lisa Pisani  
Lorelle Marie Unruh  
Karola Vos

In History
Scott Jarman Levy
December 22, 1988

In Anthropology
Valerie Ann Haskins
Joseph John Shayka

In Art History and Archaeology
Kathleen Marie Heins

In Chemistry
Jui-Lin Ong
Michelle Paszkiewicz Schmidt
Daniel Wayne Stracener

In Classics
Marilyn Kay Feldman
Bradley Alvin Skeen
James Alan Waddell

In Comparative Literature
Rose Patricia Marie Passalacqua

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Yanxi Meng
Michael Edward Villeneuve

In Economics
Robert Earl Carpenter
Tawmi Lea Hunt
Iacovos Costas Ioannou
Yiannakis Costas Ioannou
Felix Bantaya Kwan
Thomas David Phelps
Anne Masters Sholtz
Dusan S Stojanovic

In Human Resources Management
Kathleen Auburn Bruns
Christine Eichhorst Geiger
Michael J Noll
Charmaine Gwen Scott
Sharon Levinson Steckler
Teresa Ann Timmcke

In International Affairs
Kurt Jensen Blunck
Yuukihiro Hoshino

In Mathematics
Ruth Elizabeth Cornet

In Philosophy
David Lindley Brock
Janet Lynn Estep
Mitchell Stuart Pollack

In Physics
Jayashree Balakrishna
Jeffrey Randall Bodart
Mark Joseph Konya
Edward Dennis Verdonk
Jose Paul Vithayathil
Alan Gray Wiseman
Helmut Walter Zalzauer
Xuesong Zhang

In Spanish
Maria Del Rocio De La Rosa Ordoñez
Ana Luisa Gil Adalid

In Technology and Human Affairs
Laura Jane Salmen Smith

In Western European Studies
Christa Diemel
Annette Gimmler
Gerhard Fritz Eugen Keim

Werner Troesken, Jr.
Mark David Vaughan
Francisco Alejandro Villagomez

In English and American Literature
Sarah A Conroy
Shelly Rae Hurlbert
Kristi Kay Nimmo

In French
Geraldine Théotime Gambaye
Patrick Jean Hallé
Miren Lacassagne
Veronique Michèle Vallerie

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Elizabeth Ann Ambrose

In History
Susan Mitchell Higginbotham
Dina M Young

In Human Resources Management
Victoria M Adrian
James Maitland Mac Nee
Cynthia Susan Paydon
Sarah Brookings Wallace
Belinda Anne Ware

In International Affairs
Nina Margaret Bielby
Kelly Ann Kearns
Kathleen M Standley
In Mathematics
*Enrique Villamar

In Philosophy
Paul George

In Physics
Ann Elizabeth Finch-Johnston
Rhonda Kaye Lowry

In Anthropology
Kevin Lee Kuykendall

In Biological Sciences
Marianne Porta

In Chemistry
Michael Wayne Daniels
Josephine Garcia-Ferrer Gahn
Yi Lu
Jill Ann Zitzewitz

In Comparative Literature
Susan Haines Wood
Angela Gray Woodward

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Ellen Frances O'Leary
David E Petroy

In Economics
Choo-Yong Goh

In English and American Literature
Anne Lucile Cotterill
David Martin Haws

In Mathematics
*Janet Dorothy Finkel

In Political Science
Michael Dale McBurnett

In Spanish
Ying Han

In Human Resources Management
Jacqueline Finger Mirowitz

In Literature and History
Stephen White Humes

In Mathematics
*Ruth Y Litovsky

In Philosophy

In Psychology

In Sociology
Mensah Adinkrah

In Spanish
María López González-Coviella

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

May 19, 1989

Rebecca Wu Bakeman
Chandria Woodard Childs
Nathan Thomas Finch
Turi Anne Hembre
Laurel Dee Krewson

Susan Beth Krout
Ruthellen Osherow
Monica S Perlmutter
Nancee Hope Siegel
Susan Gail Yardley

December 22, 1988

Sarah J Cotner
Coradella Holsinger Hartje

Robyn Marie Polizzi
Mary Elizabeth Tipton Yong

August 19, 1988

Luella B Dames
Sandra Drake

Jonathan Robert Gilmore
Tung Li

*awarded posthumously
MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING

May 19, 1989
Richard T Byrne, Jr.
Benjamin Scott Chambers
Gregory Mark Foster
Teresa Ann Rittenhouse
Doreen Susan Salli

December 22, 1988
Catherine Vance Agrella
Beverly JoAnn Cope

August 19, 1988
Thomas A Gremaud

MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS

May 19, 1989
Wayne Eugene Baldwin, Jr.
Margaret Ferris Eggleston
Audrey R Femmer
Kathleen Mary Haralson
Arlene Mae Honeywell
Maureen Anne Kammerer
Michael Thomas Kokal
Rebecca Bennett Sobin

December 22, 1988
Doris Marie Robbins

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

May 19, 1989
Beth Nan Dillingham
William Beton Handmaker
Elizabeth A Moeller

December 22, 1988
Elizabeth Mary Kowalski

August 19, 1988
Paige Welch Donahoo
Laura Louise Kramarsky
Kathleen Elizabeth Earley
Milbry Rorie McDowell
Ellen Zweig Edman
Philip Eric McFarland
Bruce Richard Gay
Claire A Ruzicka
Cynthia L Williams

MASTER OF MUSIC

August 19, 1988
Bee-Yin Soo
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING
May 19, 1989

Carole Campbell
Susan Lynn Dailey
Kimberly Gail England
Lisa Marie Hipps
Beth Ann Holstad
Ebtisam Hassan Khalil

Joanne Michelle Kocunik
Paula Kay O'Brien
Lourdes Peironeley
Kathleen Rakowski
Vicki Anne Reagan
Mary Helen Russo
Marla Louise Schwartz

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
May 19, 1989

Larry Gene Smithee

August 19, 1988

Steven Michael Gibson

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
May 19, 1989

In Art History and Archaeology
Joni Louise Kinsey

In Biological Sciences (Immunology)
Robert Conrad Fuhlbrigge

In Biological Sciences (Integrative and Cell Biology)
Albert Michael Churilla, Jr.
*Phyllis Lynn Faust
Stephen Michael Pasquale

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
*Tommy Wah Chu
*Rodney Joseph Folz
*David John Loftus
*Forbes Dennison Porter
Eric Steven Schmitt
*Scott Brian Selleck
*David Alan Sweetser
*Patrick Yat-Fu Tong
*Dwight Arnold Towler

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
*Michael Apkon
*Martin Samuel Arkin
Nikki Lynn Baumrind
*Charles Michael Crowder
*Jonathan Walter Mink
*Mark Monroe Rich
Stephen Lamont Senft
Gregory Robert Stewart
Qiao Yan

In Biological Sciences (Population Biology)
Kaius Helenurm

In Chemistry
Rushdi Alul
Ian Ross Brockie
Mohammad Reza Marzabadi
Janet Sue Rogers

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Jean G Pier
In Economics
Shin Cho
Brian Andrew Marks
Jeffrey Alan Mills

In English and American Literature
Dean Carey Mendell

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
John Carson Pettrey
Karen Louise Remmler
Istvan Laszlo Varkonyi

In Hispanic Languages and Literatures
Judy Ann Berry

In Mathematics
Paul Jeffry Deiermann
Abderrahim Elghanimi
Rodolfo Humberto Torres

In Music
Mary Ellen Haupert

In Physics
David Alan Drabold
Chin-Shoou Lin

In Psychology
Jane Goldmuntz Grady

In Social Work
Charles Marion Joiner
Calvin Lloyd Streeter

In Sociology
Sandra J Holmes
Marilyn Frances Maracle

December 22, 1988

In Biological Sciences (Integrative and Cell Biology)
Mohammad Mehrdad Tondravi
Richard DeQuan Ye

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Bushra Khursheed

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Jennifer Katherine Lodge

In Biological Sciences (Population Biology)
Ikue Mori

In Chemistry
Christine Rae Kirmaier
Deqing Lei
Manchao Xiao
Paula Miller Young

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Glen Martin Green
Ann Louise Heatherington

In Economics
Mary Ann Boose
Claudia Ruth Campbell
James Peter Ferderer
Mary Sue Schranz
Stephen Drew Smith
Larry Randall Wray

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Priscilla Ann Hayden-Roy

In Mathematics
*Enrique Villamor

In Music
George Bidgood Chave

In Physics
Michael Louis Wroge

In Psychology
Ruth M Davies
Paul Sherman Kling
Pieter Michiel Westenberg
In Social Work
Michael J Zakour

In Sociology
Mensah Adinkrah
Janet Gouldner-VerPlank

August 19, 1988

In Anthropology
Hernán Torres

In Biology Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Esther Siegfried

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Christine De Leon Gatchalian

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Jorge Nieto-Sotelo
Eric Russell Ward

In Chemistry
Seong Gi Kim

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Elizabeth Ann Burton

In Economics
Tarisa Deethinant

In Hispanic Languages and Literatures
Fernando Oscar Reati

In History
Joe Rooks Rapport

In Mathematics
Anca Stanescu Deliu

In Music
Raymond Jones, Jr.
Virginia Sue Taylor

In Philosophy
Kevin Paul Geiman

In Political Science
Shaun Bowler
James Craig Clingermayer
Jan Elizabeth Leighley
Diane Ellen Schmidt

In Psychology
Susan Mary Boland
Angela Marie Rosenberg
Aaronette Michelle White

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Candidates Presented by
WILLIAM C KIRBY, Ph.D., DEAN
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
May 19, 1989

Thomas Anthony Burkemper
Anita Casanova
Margaret Anne Cittadino
Janice Rhine Evans
George Michael Johnson
Jill Lorraine Johnson
Donald Von Eric Johnson, Sr.
Sonyyoung Lee
Robin Lynn Lonsbury
Joseph A McAllister
Karen Margaret Moore
Mazie L Moore
Karen Lee Nolfo

Eva Ostrow
Nicholas Dimitri Peppes
Patricia E Roland
Stephanie Ann Sappington
Frances C Schmoker
Laura Ann Serafin
Inez Dobynes Smith
Margaret Lynn Smith
Anne Marie Stokely Bailey
Elaine Marie Strano
Raymond Valentine Vogelweid, Jr.
James H Welch III
Elinor Decker White

December 22, 1988

Barbara Phyfe Baker
Victor W Henderson
Eva Kudelska
Cindy A Lefton
Barbara Lee Meek
Susan I Miller

Nancy E Sharpe
Karl Thomas Steenberg
Lorna Alise Vaughn
Shirley Ann Webber
Lisa Diane White
Sandra Jean Whitesitt
August 19, 1988

Connie Sharon Fondren
Caroline Mary Klosterman
Laura Marie Slay

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE
In Physical Therapy
May 19, 1989

Marilyn Gail Engmann
Susan Juanita Mayer
December 22, 1988

Cheryl Ann Caldwell
Julie Nuessen

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 1989
magna cum laude

James LaVerne Allbright, Jr.
*Valerie Ann Streeter

Glenn David Svoboda
cum laude

*Sherrie Lynn Bencik
Mark Thomas Dey
Michelle Marlene Garcia
James Todd Gummersbach
Julie Lynn Hall
Lisbeth Ann Larkin
Lisa Ellen Thorsen Marsalis
*Douglas Scott McFarland

May 19, 1989

Parrish Kelley Potts
Molly Reavis Rawls
Mia Rochelle Rucker
Gregory Joseph Schade
Robert James Starr II
Kevin Scott Vineyard
Jay James Weber
*Mary Etta Wheeler
David Mayes Wisdom

December 22, 1988

Ari Niketh DeAndrado

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
May 19, 1989
magna cum laude

Scott Adam Civjan
cum laude

Michael Daniel Hilgers
Alan Scott Hoback
Richard Duane Turley
May 19, 1989

Joseph Eugene Garner
Christopher Fredrick Kohout
Joanna Kam Hung Lee

Kay Yuk Kee Leong
Dennis Ralph McCarthy
Jim Oscar Swenson
Mehmet Ali Yukselen

December 22, 1988

Joseph John Fiala

David E Knoepfle
William Michael McLaughlin

August 19, 1988

Mary Frances De Frank

Md Dzaid Haji Ismail

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 19, 1989

*Scott Daniel Johnson

summa cum laude

*magna cum laude

*David O Becker
Theodore V Faber, Jr.

*Soei Shin Hang
Susan Beth Older

May 19, 1989

Soumya Banerjee
*Neil Barrett
*Warren Douglas Burnett
Jay Edward Cagle
David William Deitch
*David William Dieckmeyer
*Peter Thomas Evensen
Michael Todd Gamble
Deborah Michelle German
Fabio Franco Giannotti
Kate Diane Gould
Mehran Hajisharifi
Elizabeth Lockett Hanks
Julie Kay Kocher

Andrew Gary Lader
*Andrew T Loth
Kevin Robert Mayes
David T Mitchell III
James Emmett Mittler II
*Kenneth B Rosenson
*Adam Jonathan Sampson
*Steven Lyle Schmocker
Richard Kenneth Schultz
*Robert Paul Smith
Gregory Martin Amaya Tormo
Timothy Scott Turner
*Robert Howard Witzofsky

December 22, 1988

Mark A Hunter

Yang Xiaolian

August 19, 1988

Sunil Gordhan Hirani

Alexander Wilhelm Stangl

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 19, 1989

summa cum laude

Kelly Allen Bierman
*Scott Daniel Johnson

Jeremy N Rich
magna cum laude

Neil Eric Bernstein
*Soei Shin Hang
Eric Allen Hooper

*Nathan Paul Judish
Steven Craig Reising

cum laude

Chee Yang Beh

Ellen Suzanne Farrey
Michael John Sasina

May 19, 1989

Saeed Akbani
Mohammed Hamoud Al-Kindy
Edward Lomboy Balala
Timothy Scott Barry
Pamela Lee Beddard
Robert Boothe Blackwell, Jr.
*Warren Douglas Burnett
Claudia Ann Cardile
Sanjeep Preetam Chhugani
Joseph Michael Consiglio
*Robert Walter Crow
Paul Demichow
Joseph Edward Dey
*David William Dieckmeyer
*Peter Thomas Evensen
Clark Timothy Ferrel
Anthony Michael Garritano
Frederick Victor Giarrusso
Michael Lee Goering
Sunil C Gupta
Eva Maria Imo
Ali Qassim Jawad
Laura Marie Johnson
Barry Warren Jones
Chadd Tsuboshi Kawai
Zachary John Kersulis
Sushil Nandakumar Keswani
*Fawad Ali Khan
Robert Werner Kieffer
Randall Alan Kimminau
Daniel Walter Krueger
David Aaron Lacher

Joseph Cajetan Lawrence
Ian Lim
*Andrew T Loth
Geoffrey William Mark
Steven Sean McCarthy
William Anthony McCullough
Jeffrey Charles Merwin
Cory Samuel Modlin
Robert Luis Mullenger
Mark David Oakland
Bryan Joseph Perrotti
Bassilios Constantin Petrakis
Thomas Edward Potochny
James Arthur Pullen
Anne Patricia Reynolds
*Steven Alan Rose
*Adam Jonathan Sampson
Joseph Henry Scherr
*Steven Lyle Schmooker
*Robert Paul Smith
David Carl Tarkow
Sonya Denise Thompson
Richard Allen Tomlinson
Randolph Tien Shiao Tsien
Phyllis Dianne Vinson
David Meng Wade
Tung Sing Wai
Hisashi David Watanabe
*Robert Howard Witzofsky
Anthony Lloyd Woodson
Andrew Y Yuen
Ersan Yukelen

December 22, 1988

magna cum laude

Joseph Christopher Knittel

December 22, 1988

Shaun Patrick Coggins
Peter Kuo Juan
Alan Arthur Lorence
Cheryl Ann Powers

John Daniel Smith
Scott Brian Tompkins
John Tsai
Timothy Wright Waddell
Michael Dennis Wendler
Hock Chuan Ang
William Farr
Russell Joseph Gentile
Eli Louis Greenbaum

*Imran Ali Khan
Michael Patrick Murray III
David L Sherman
Johann Antonio Vaz

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY

May 19, 1989

James Bruce Camasto
Stacy Elizabeth Patton
Michael Anthony Peck

August 19, 1988

Sylvester Beauvior Douglas

Katherine Kore' Pickard
Michael Neil Zatz

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 19, 1989

cum laude

*Michael Thomas Friedrich

Michael Christopher Wendl

Kenneth Loren Alpern
Henry Morgan Bass
Wesley Wayne Bollman
John E Brill
Kenneth John Dauer
James Kent Dunn III
William Lawrence Fraser
*Philippe C Ghali
Lisa Louise Henn
Todd J Hirayasu
Patrick Joseph Hirsch
Timothy McDonald Hood
Timothy Andrew Kelley

Frank Scott Kennedy III
Stephen Richard Kiefer
Brian Sunkyoon Kim
Mark Richard Lewis
Gregg Stephen Meyers
Kevin G Miller
Brian Emmett Mitchell
Steven Thomas Rehg
Victoria Caryn Reich
Terry Michael Scott
Joann Marie Smith
Christopher John Walsh
Arthur Sadao Yatsuoka

December 22, 1988

magna cum laude

Michael Allen Orf

December 22, 1988

Victor T Chen
Pamela Jean Ciskowski
Douglas Allan Gilmore
Paul Daniel Jansen

Song Woo Kim
William Herbert Kineaid
Dwayne Joseph Luzum, Jr.
Dwight Henry Schumm

August 19, 1988

Lincoln Duncan
Edward John Keusenkothen

Shashi Palamand
John A P Tiwet
Wayne Lewis Benjamin Wagner
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS  
May 19, 1989  
*Laurence Neil Hammer  
*Fawad Ali Khan  
Karl Norman Metzner  
*Monish Chandra Verma  
August 19, 1988  
*Imran Ali Khan

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING  
May 19, 1989  
summa cum laude  
Katherine Marie Klipiec  
magna cum laude  
*Valerie Ann Streeter  
May 19, 1989  
*Robert Walter Crow  
*Mark Francis Dehnert  
*Gregory John Grindey  
Phillip Hwan Kim  
Donald Dean Lemke  
Peter Whitlow Markham  
Pari Lynne Mars  
John Leslie Miller  
David Mark Sickman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
May 19, 1989  
magna cum laude  
*David O Becker  
May 19, 1989  
Otto Carl Stephani III  
*Monish Chandra Verma  
December 22, 1988  
Masuri Bin Hasim  
Steven Sean McCarthy  
August 19, 1988  
Andrew Irvin Armstrong

THE HENRY EDWIN SEVER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY  
Candidates Presented by  
JAMES MORGAN McKELVEY, Ph.D., DEAN

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT  
May 19, 1989  
Robert David Martens
Daryl Norman Atchley
Antonio Harb
Laurence J E Hillman

December 22, 1988

Patipat Pachimsawat
Harris Lance Rubenfeld
Lawrence Evan Kaiser
Joseph John Olszowy

August 19, 1988

MASTER OF GEODETIC SCIENCE

August 19, 1988

JeongHee Kim

MASTER OF STRUCTURAL DESIGN

August 19, 1988

Hatem Ahmed Ahmed

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 19, 1989

Ahmed Tarfaoui
Matthew Mark Thomas

*Mary Etta Wheeler

December 22, 1988

John Joseph Hagedorn

Peter Joseph Hanratty

August 19, 1989

Kimberly Ann Maricic

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 19, 1989

Jule Deitz Bartels

Paul Gerard Groszewski

December 22, 1988

Ernesto Heredia

David Joseph Petruska

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 19, 1989

John Joseph Antognoli
*David William Dieckmeyer
Somboon Sajjapong

Robert Sullivan
Robert August Whitman
Thomas Lynn Wilson, Jr.
December 22, 1988
Janet Ann Doll
Fengmin Gong
Michael John Graz
Miu-Lan Millie Kwan
*Leonard Livits
Donald Paul Schreiter

August 19, 1988
Richard David Braatz
Mark Evans Hunter

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 1989
Smain Amari
David Gordon Ballinger
*Neil Barrett
Paul Calabrese
Eric Stephen Carlsgaard
Shih-Dun Chen
Rajiv Singh Chhatwal
Mark Norman Edelman
Andrew Forsman Hall
Jonathan Mark Hayden

Paul C Ho
Orly A Kamin
James Allen Priest
Evren Senol
Gregory Alan Sickal
Frederick Gerard Smith
Bruce Van Deventer
Steven Trent Wells
John Trent Wohlschlaeger
Shoeyuan Yen

December 22, 1988
Rosetin Anwar
Michael MacAdam Barry
Raymond Kenneth Boneek
Chuenshe Chen
Loren Mark Engel
Lee Charles Falke
William Siu-Kit Ge
Jesus Salvador Gil
John R Harnage
Yung-Chao Li
Robert Shih-Chun Liu
*Leonard Livits
Tienyo Pan

August 19, 1988
Stephen Nicholas Hoiles
Shabbir Amirali Khakoo
Jessica Kima Kojiro
Ching-Huang Lu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND POLICY
May 19, 1989
John Kelly Kissock
Yukio Miyata

December 22, 1988
Thomas L Ewing

August 19, 1988
Warren August Chrusciel

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
May 19, 1989
Michael Richard Kuhn
Stephen J Strebel
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 19, 1989

Kurt Carson Amuedo
Neil Jonathan Cleaton
Mario Colombo III
Edward Ray Damiano
Diana Lynn Doerner
Roger Warren Engelbart
Michael Thomas Friedrich
Robert Charles Keen, Jr.
Richard Raymond Kreutzman, Jr.
Sandra Johanson Midea
Philippe Roland Pierre
Russell Thomas Smith
Susan Anne Smith
Douglas Leigh Teare

December 22, 1988

Paul David Bryant
Jeffrey D Caracillo
Syung-Yong Choi
Ruuhwa Dann
Frank John Doerner
Stephen Otto Hugh Junkel
Andrew Kolosiuk
Mark Owen Landram
Jose Antonio Negron
Manu Tangtatswas

August 19, 1988

Glenn Schuyler Fleisig
Reinhold Alfred Gerbsch
Audrey Ann Griscavage
Yi-Yan Liau
Kenneth Otmanowski
Anthony James Paris
Raymond Joseph Slesinski

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

May 19, 1989

Kazuya Kage
Arvind K Ramadorai
Jing Hua Wang
Shanshan Wang
Yaw-Tyng Wu
Yimin Zhu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN AFFAIRS

May 19, 1989

Laura Jane Glassman

December 22, 1988

Brian Scott Fishman

August 19, 1988

Andrew Edward Weiss

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

May 19, 1989

In Chemical Engineering
Charles Mark Sheppard
Yu-Bo Yang
In Computer Science
Andrew Francis Laine

In Electrical Engineering
Keith Andrew Salzman

In Mechanical Engineering
Mohsen Mahmoodi Sohi

Xinsheng Yu

December 22, 1988

In Chemical Engineering
Donald Lee Dorsey

Chii-Guang Hwang

In Civil Engineering
Michael David Nowak

Dionysios Patakas

In Electrical Engineering
Steven Richard Broadstone

In Mechanical Engineering
Bidar Aguppa K Chayapathy

Shiping Ma

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Tin-Chi Leung

August 19, 1988

In Chemical Engineering
Robert Chi-Chiu Lam

In Computer Science
T Richard MacMillan

In Civil Engineering
Long Thanh Phan

In Mechanical Engineering
Mukesh Kumar Jain

THE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT JOHN BENSON, J. D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DATA PROCESSING

May 19, 1989

David Edward Kruczyk

Alan Lee Mader

George Shoji, Jr.

December 22, 1988

Steven Brock

Smita R Parikh
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT

May 19, 1989

Michael Eugene Burlison
James Andrew Cortor
Eugene Eckert Mueller

December 22, 1988

James Danny Crafton
David John Fernandez

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS AND DATA PROCESSING

May 19, 1989

Donna J Anderson
Pamela Jo Anderson
Joseph Mark Bagsby, Jr.
Katharine Jane Berri
Cheryl Lynne Bochantin
Ronald M Breunig
Janell Dee Bursac
Barbara Leonora Campana
Philissa Deshea Carnes
Michael Richard Define
Joe Mason Ditto
Susan T Duerst
Deborah Marie Dussold
Theresa Ann Fitch
Terri Lynn Froehlich
Judith Ann Giovanoni
Deborah Kay Graeler

Mark Joseph Hollowell
Jerald Lee Hopkins
Linda C Knarr
Richard William Landess
Dean Matthew Le Bel
Michael Anthony McLean
Donna D Mueller
David W Murphy
Robin Marion Lynne Perotti
Nancy Lee Pleimann
William James Plowman
Mark Thomas Powers
Lisa A Reichert
James Robert Schonlau
Ronald Raymond Tillman
Robert Steven Whitcomb
Barbara Joyce Wilkinson

December 22, 1988

John Benedict Burghardt
Richard Myer Cary, Jr.
Robert F X Chapie
James Daniel Clouse
Robert William Delaney
Barbara Louise Evans
Michael A Gierer
Matthew Paul Guempel
Lisa Marie Harres
Mark S Herries
William Jacob Hufnagel
Shawn Terrence Kelly
Alfred John Kiessel, Jr.

Dallas Ann Kinder
Patricia Sellers Littge
Juanita Diane McDermott
Andrew William McGee
John Joseph Posek
David Scott Sarber
George Gregory Seidler
Daniel Richard Staggenborg
Linda A Stewart
Linda DeAnn Thomas
Mary Kay Valerius
Derrick Wayne Warren
Linda Marie Wilhite
Richard Joseph Zinser

August 19, 1988

Janet Elaine Shelton
Visuth Vathananai

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY

May 19, 1989

John Arthur Parker

Daniel Thomas Vreeland
Lewie Albert Watkins III
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY

May 19, 1989

Kendall Winthrop Addison
Raymond Joseph Belanger
John Herman Brand
Michael Wayne Douglas
Alfred Tilden Edmonston
Dennis Wayne Garofoli

Gene Jeffrey Grotegeers
Brian Alan Leacock
Ronald Ray Oliver
William David Rearden
William Charles Schottel
Vincent George Stollhans, Jr.

December 22, 1988

John Arthur Parker

David E Price
Chester Roy Whinery, Jr.

August 19, 1988

Robert John Grzeskowiak

Jeffrey M Holy
Lloyd Stephen Wolf

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY

May 19, 1989

Daniel James Arnold
Walter Joseph Ciszczon
John McCall Griffith
Paul Haluszczak
Donald Leroy Hawk
Arthur R Hopmann

Duane Lee Horton
William Clement Jostes
David Joe Lanier
Mark Eugene Mueller
James Allen Salwasser
Michael Joseph Stevich
Bradley George Vacca

December 22, 1988

Steven E Hyland

Douglas Jay Walker
Robert Eugene Wells

August 19, 1988

Roger Dale Labbee

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN STRUCTURAL TECHNOLOGY

May 19, 1989

Dario Giorgio Franzi

Carmen Maria Solorzano
Joseph William Watkins

MASTER OF ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

May 19, 1989

Howard Stuart Alsop
James Gordon Casto
Larry Dean Feiss
Stephen Bret Grimm

William Charles Knight
Richard Kent Scharnhorst
Michael John Schrank
Elizabeth J Walden

December 22, 1988

William Townsend Muilenburg
MASTER OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
May 19, 1989

Jill Leslie Bauche
Stephen Michael Brokaw
Denise Rebecca Hirschbeck
Sara Louise Johnson
William Paul Lehares
Mary J Mueller
Donna Lee Nettleton
Jody M Null
Robert John Oberst
*Gerald Allen Rill
Kimberly A Selle
*Kenneth Stephen Sims
*Bruce Irl Tons

December 22, 1988

Edward Allyn Cordonier
Pamela Ann Culpepper
James Michael Fesler
Cynthia Ellen Keppner
Peter A Klevorn
Michael Wayne McDermid
Lisa Ann Poston

*Bernard James Kerr, Jr.
Priscilla J Killmer

August 19, 1988

Edward Germaine McKenna
Cheryl Dianna Morgan-Johnston

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Candidates Presented by
CONSTANTINE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES
Diploma of Architecture, M. Arch., Dean

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY
May 19, 1989
magna cum laude

David Frances McGuire

May 19, 1989

Charles Edgar Henson
Mary Margaret Porzucek

August 19, 1988

Alan Scott Wolf

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
May 19, 1989

Mahadhir Abidin
*Richard Elliott Azer
Glenn Keith Bush
Ch'ung-Yo Chao
Dante L Domenella
Daniel John Drabick
David Robert Edwards
Stewart J Gouck
Rohana Isa
Mark Howard Johnson
David Owen Kilpatrick
James Douglas Kishlar
Kathryn Lynn Korn
Shyh-Wei David Lee
Ahmad Mukif Lubyusoff
Christopher Damien Marshall
Alan Joseph Mayer
Mark Joseph McManus
Terence Oliver Meurk
Mohd Suhaimi Mohd Fadzir
Glendolyn Short Morris
John Thomas Neel
Richard Eric Nelson
Bradley Collins Peterson
Robert Kevin Powers
John Walter Pruitt
James Arthur Riddle
Alan Robinson
Alaa Abdullah Said
Shin-Jih Tsai
Brian Craig White
George Anthony Wilford, Jr.
Peter Gerard Wolff
Wen-Lung Wu
David Robert Wulfman
Khairul-Aidil Abd-Rahman
David Wayne Bock
James Hunter Fleming

Karwaty Hasan
Chi-lin Huang
An-Shiargn Lii
Lisa C Snow

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN

May 19, 1989

Chaiyasit Dankittikul
John Trelawney Hoal

Ker-Gee Wang

December 22, 1988

Gregory Hatzipanayotou

James W Nelson
Hui Lay Yeo

August 19, 1988

Tarek M G Abdel-Hamid
Jeffrey James Kolpek

Young-Suh Min
Tanu Tyle

THE JOHN M. OLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Candidates Presented by
POWELL NILAND, D.C.S., Professor of Management
Representing Robert Leigh Virgil, Jr., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 19, 1989

summa cum laude

Michael John Armbruster
Richard Michael Berger
Richard Sheldon Goldfarb

Stephanie Lorber
Lawrence Bruce Plawsky
Kimberly Marie Sertl

magna cum laude

Tim Stefan Ariowitsch
David Seth Brown
Steven Michael Cohen
Alan Ross Etkin
Jeanette Garber
Angela Lynn Giles

Stephen E Parker
Timothy Gerard Pierce
Lee Ming Tong
Greg James Wilensky
Steven Harry Wise
Mirei Yasumatsu

May 19, 1989

Malak Ahmed Al-Shaibani
Laurence David Albukerk
Lisa Marie Bartram
Michael Edwin Bauer
Scott David Bohrer
Mark Daniel Bromberg
Karen Elizabeth Cade
Nicole Diane Casper
Syung-Mi Choi
Howard F Cohen
Jason Cohen

David McClain Connally
Susan Ann Conrad
*Steven Lawrence Coslick
Elizabeth Ann Dawson
David Allen Dobbs
Ivan Jay Dolowich
Michael Scott Emanuel
Sheri G Farber
Michael S Feldmus
Carlos A Fornaris
Ana Dolora Galutera
Loreto Sierralta Geisse
James B Glaser
David Edward Goldberg
Robert Joseph Gorman
Douglas Phillip Green
Michael Brock Gustafson
David Michael Hadani
Michael Dean Halperin
Jon Michael Hansen II
Aaron Joel Hauser
Kenneth John Heidenreich
Laurel Anne Hermanson
Nancy Anne Hicks
Christina Homeier
Christopher Lawrence Hutson
Dennis H Javer
Mitchell Andrew Katz
*Christopher Young Kauffman
Patrick Charles Kelly
Diane Elizabeth Knaut
William Radeliffe Kunes, Jr.
Jacqueline Marie Kwass
Eric H Langberg
James Wenzel Leff
Angela Yvette Logan
Kathi Ann Long
Richard Carroll Mannebach
Miriam Sara Mayer
*Jeffrey David McDowell
Christopher James McGrath
Michael D McGrath
David Roger Moellering

Timothy James Ney
Venki Palamand
Kelly Elizabeth Richeson
Molly Ann Rios
John Martin Robson
Gari Lisa Rothman
Najam Us Sahar
Caroline Sarian
Allan Edward Schweitzer
Dawn Jacqueline Shefsky
Charles W Sherwin
Francine Lynn Shochat
Kendal Demetrius Silas
Michael Patrick Suiter
*Todd Theodore Sunko
Sarah Elizabeth Tipton
Eve Kaili Trask
Gary Fredrick Traynor
Tracey T Turner
Lori Sue Unker
Michael Scott Weinstein
*Heidi Jo Weisblat
Lisa Maria Winslow
Fred Joseph Wise
Gregory Peter Wolfson
Diana Texland Wong
William Clark Young
Michael Frank Zammillo
Sandra L Zeltins
David Edward Zimmerman
Jill Alison Zionts

December 22, 1988

Simone Marie Cummings
Michael D Deeg
Carolyn L Dubuque
Pamela Cherise Ferguson

*Elaine K Ho
Christine Anne O’Day
Gregory Matthew Polites
Christopher John Toomey

August 19, 1988

Lisa Ann Byrne
Deirdre Marie Conway
*Timothy Daniel Haney

Camille Victoria King
*Debra Setsuko Nakanishi
John R Schraibman

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
May 19, 1989

Michael LaVern Aden
Daniel Scott April
David Lee April
Sheldon Scott Arakaki
Peter Schoeer Armstrong
*Richard Elliott Azer
Jodean Marie Baldauf

Charlotte Elaine Bardin
Mitchell Lee Baris
Michael Ray Basler
Henry Morgan Bass
Loren Curtis Bates
Joseph David Beaty, Jr.
Ronald L Beck
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Candidates Presented by
JAMES W DAVIS, Ph.D., ACTING DEAN

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 19, 1989

Gina Maria Agee
Laura Lynn Anderssen
*Susan Marie Barrett
David Earl Beckford
Nicole Berger
Rena Marie Blair
Jennifer Kaisa Blyth
Heidi Jean Bove
Leslie Lynne Clark
Lori Anne Coupard
Harriet Stebbins Croyder
Gerry Lynn Dial
Deborah Lynn Dudley
Russell Eden Faulk
Terry William Finley
Elizabeth Catherine Fritz
Sarah Stewart Frost
Eileen S Gale
Paul Gregory Glenshaw
Andrea Michelle Harris
Jill Ann Hass
Donna Marie Heeney
Maren Stewart Hills
Michael Wuchung Joo
Wendi Lynn Katzman
Amy Faye Kolker
Leo Gerard Madden
Lillian Catherine Maurer

Susan Mayer
Kathleen Elizabeth Monroe
Deborah Ann Murphy
Adam Niklewicz
Anne Ballard Peabody
Cena Alane Pohl
Susan Joy Pollack
Todd David Reamon
Kyle Allen Reed
Stacey Andrea Rosen
Sarah Elizabeth Malka Scher
Paul Patnoi Schulman
Janet Rachel Shapiro
Andrea Lynn Sheinbaum
Kerry Lorraine Soraci
Hillary Claise Steinau
*Todd Theodore Sunko
Joseph Daniel Swift
Jeanine Marie Tassi
Michael Hamilton Thornton
Patricia Anne Torkildsen
Jeffrey James Tremaine
JoAnne M Vogel
Vivian Ruth Walaskay
Charles Allen Wiemeyer II
John Winterbottom
Nien-Li Yang
Leda D Zych

December 22, 1988

Carole Ann Byers
Anastasia Lea Harris
Laura Danielle Hutchens

Tammy Joanne Paster
Jean Elizabeth Phelps
Mark Christian Wilkins

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 19, 1989

Lisa Andrea Bartolozzi
Michael Roy Clapper
Karen Beth Cuchel
Linda Elizabeth Fisher
Anita Marie Hinders
Margaret Lynn Keller
Sarah Pearre Lyon
Mark Stuart Peebles

Michael Joseph Pesselato
Frederick William Schaper III
Nellie J Sprague
Steven Eric Strickland
Douglas Earl Taylor
Mary Elizabeth Traynor
Sue N Trent
Emily Ann Williams
THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., DEAN

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

May 19, 1989

Nathaniel Abramson
Lori Jeanette Ahrens
Wilma Jean Allen
Susan Adell Anderson
Wayne LeRoy Anderson
Mary Elizabeth Baker
Norberto Chan Bautista
Daniel Steven Blain
Jill Renee Boyd
Louie Marie Vaughan Bruce
Vonda Gale Burton
Evelyn Jones Busby
James Edward Coleman
Cynthia Marie Cramer
Nigel Barry Darvell
Katherine Meurer Donald
Deborah Annette Davis Emmelkamp
Joanne Irene Estacio
Ronald Eugene Floyd
Carolyn Osborne Foster
Elizabeth Ann Goldberg
Ida Regina Gourdine
Sneh Lata Gupta
Tammy Bea Gwaltney-Weinhold
Bonnie Leone Henderson
Denise Michelle Jurski
Mark Anthony Keeley
Ann Estelle Kennedy
Richard Brian Leibovich
Peggy Suk Yu Li
Nancy Lynn Lubowitz
Patricia Ochman Lueken
Karen Ann Lumb
Phyllis M Mast

Marilyn Ann Metz
Junko Midorikawa
Mary Michelle Miller
Patricia Marie Monahan
Deborah Marie Moore
Lori Anne Nesmith
Eve M Newton
Judith Lynne Nottingham
Patricia Anne Ostendorf
Rosalie V Otters
Nina Marie Palumbo
Rachael Kathryn Porter
Kimberly Lynn Poyer
Carol Arnold Roberts
Fannie C Rodgers
Thomas Allen Ruzicka
Rebecca Sue Schulte
Raishelle S Scott
Jerrilyn Jae Smith
Stephen Paulson Starr
Carol Ann Stawick
Catherine Lenoir Striley
Sara Thomas Sugerman
Sarah Ellen Teaford
Tammy Trisa Terneus
Gailyn T Thomas
Marcia Joyce Walmer
Hai-Ping Wang
Lisa Marie Wehrmann
*Dana Michelle Wilson
Carol Ann Woodward
Fung Ling Yan
Andrea Jennifer Zoll
December 22, 1988

Cynthia Ann Amundsen
Carolyn Brennan-Alley
Yael Radha Enzer
Barbara Ann Forrester-Breeding
Kenneth J Goldberg
Jill Ann Goodman
Angelene Hayes
Alan Matthew Hub
Brian William Legate
Deborah Eva Levy
Bill L Maxson, Jr.
Randall Kenneth May

Erica T Mitchell
Annette Lorraine Peelle
Julie Lynn Petzall
Karen Denise Pleasant
Julie Ann Probus-Schad
Nancy F Richter
Sally Ann Sanders
Beth Ann Schmidt
Joan G Shapiro
Jeanne LaRee Shellhammer
Hilary Mara Skirboll
Marilyn D Smith
Amy Jo Weiler

August 19, 1988

Ibrahim Abdullah Al-Hadab
Abdullah S H Al-Jasir
Fahad Hamed Al-Maghlooth
Ann Marie Bresnan-Bachmann
Randee Bett Chasen
Patrick Henry Hoffmann
Jo Ann Lewis

Jonq-Yeuan Lii
Jan Pass
Arshad Bin Said
Allen Edward Schwartz
Deborah Stewart Stoddard
Margaret Ann Taber
Regina Marie Vinson

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Candidates Presented by
DORSEY D ELLIS, JR., J.D., DEAN

DOCTOR OF LAW
May 19, 1989

Donna Kay Anthony
Sharis Leigh Arnold
*Robert Brian Azar
Mark Allen Balkin
Bryan Worthington Ballmann
Tracy Ann Barraco
Keith Warren Bartz
Gail I Bass
Linda Katherine Baxter
Gwynne Leslie Beatty
Steven Kerr Becker
Kevin Douglas Bird
Todd Randall Black
Curt Perri Bogen
Lynn Marie Bohlmann
Steven Lee Boortz
Michael David Bornstein
Joshua Hodes Brown
Virginia L Busch
Steven Bart Calhoun
Kathryn L Case
Stacey Lynn Cellini
Donald Jeffrey Clark
Jeffrey R Cohen
William Edward Coonan
Terrasita Aline Cuffie

Dinah M Dale
Neal McMillan Davis
Tina Elizabeth de Jong
Joseph John De Lucia
David Anthony Dimmitt
Daniel Dennis Doyle
Dori Jean Drummond
Daryl Eugene Dykeman
Kathleen M Ebben
Melissa Gwyn Eisenberg
Patricia Annette Elrod-Hill
Jeffrey Preston Fairchild
Michael Thomas Faller
Charles Harold Fendell
*Gonzalo Andres Fernandez
Jeffrey Clarke Filcik
Caryn Lisa Fine
Mark Nathan Fishman
Daniel Ray Francis
Andrea Cornelia Friedrich
YingXi Fu
Peter Antonio Gaido
Byron Patrick Gallagher, Jr.
Michael Alan Garvin
Craig Peyton Gaumer
Caryn Lee Gelbman
Paul William Stephens
Virginia Marie Stephens
Lisa Olson Stump
Douglas Bart Swill
Gina Maria Tabachki
Henrietta Takacs
Denise LeAnne Thomas
John E Tucker
Mat Madison Turner
Bradley James Upton
Margaret Louise van Dijk
Nancy Lynne Vincent-Shelton
Herbert John Wedemeier
Jennifer Lee Weston
Adam Lewis Wiener
Steven Bradley Willibey
Stephen Joseph Willig
*Dana Michelle Wilson
Richard Jonas Wolf
Ruth Lynette Wylie
James Casimir Zacharski
Alan Stuart Zelkowitz

December 22, 1988

Rebecca Jean Brandau
Cynthia Lynn Brown
Jeffrey Flinn Davis

Catherine Phillips Lincoln
William Arthur Shirley
Ri-Jun Yang

August 19, 1988

Mary Ann Plati Callanan
Harry Karrick Daugherty, Jr.
Carol Jean Diekhoff

Nicholas Anthony Franke
Mark Vincent Gurnik
Steven James Klearman
Michael Peter Stewart

June 17, 1988

Ellen Kimberly Lawson

Elizabeth Johnson Tepikian

MASTER OF LAWS

May 19, 1989

Christopher K Braun
Steven Mark Cohen
Sidney Davis Crouch
Brad Stewart Denney
Kathleen Louise Donohue

Paul Rutlege Durr III
Lori Welding Jones
Rhonda Alison O'Brien
Mónica Millaruelo Ontiveros
J Joseph Raymond
David Jeffrey Tseng

December 22, 1988

Craig Robert Bramman
Robert J Finnegan
William Hathaway Jennings II
Ronald Edward Kilroy

Steven Mark Laiderman
Richard Lewis Lawton
Patrick Allen Plummer
David A Schwab

August 19, 1988

Mariellen Harrington

David G Ott

June 17, 1988

Douglas Wade Hinds
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
DAVID A. BENSINGER, D.D.S., DEAN

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

May 19, 1989

cum laude

Winsome Amanda Henry-Ward
James Michael Holland
Gregory John Jorgensen

May 19, 1989

Mario Elias Abd Ennour
Pamela Melissa Bacon
William Robert Baker
Bruce Allen Benson
Nancy Ann Berbos
Daniel Wayne Brockmeier
Robert Scott Burris
Jennifer Seungyun Cha
Harkiran Singh Chaudhri
David Ngai-Tong Chin
Antonio Gerard Cigno
Carlos Alberto Coello
Daniel Craig Duerson
Mark Hamid Reza Eshraghi
Lee Cory Evans
David Joseph Fedewa
Robert Carroll French
Gregory Lynn Friedman
Alma Rosa Fulton
Larry Glenn Hambel
Jeffery William Holloway
Curtis Matthew Howa
Douglas Anton Huhn
Kenneth Ramon Irigoyen

December 22, 1988

David Allen Stevens

August 19, 1988

Paul Dengelegi

Matt Dale MacLean
Michael David Saxe

Darrell Richard Jensen
Samy Mohamed Khattab
David Jan Leong
Douglas James MacDougall
Michael Steven McMahan
Curtis Ray Mitchem
James Redford Rosell
Alberto Augusto Ruiz-Schmidt
Bradley Glenn Sherr
Ronald James Sherstobitoff
Jay Skolnick
Catherine Joan Smith
Susan Sunggyong Song
Dimitrios Steve Tellios
Aixa Maria Torres-Ramirez
Paul Ly Tran
Edward Patrick Vahey
José De Jesús Velazquez
Christopher John Williams
Stephanie May Ling Wong
Sharon Wen-Tsu Yee
June 17, 1988

Gurmit Singh Brar
Daniel Joseph Gattegno
Amrutha Chandra Mandava
Susan Patricia Martin

Stanley Laurence Muenter
Rebecca Trinidad Reyes
Hanita Sidana
Kimy Tan
Joseph Chi-Houng Yang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORTHODONTICS

August 19, 1988

Karen Lea Berrigan

Nageswara Rao Kopuri
Haitham Elias Mourany

June 17, 1988

Dwight Douglas Baker
Himawan Halim
Robert Thomas Kent

Yoichiro Roy Miyamoto
Kevin Carroll Moss
Thomas Joseph Veraldi

T H E  S C H O O L  O F  M E D I C I N E

Candidates Presented by
MORRIS KENTON KING, M.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 19, 1989

summa cum laude

Gina Rose Longi
Elizabeth Hope Madden

magna cum laude

Mary Beth Johnson
Michelle Yvonne Kibby

cum laude

Darrin Earl Ausman

Jane Elizabeth Schleicher

May 19, 1989

Karla Jean Anderson
Debra Lynn Bakker
Jill Renee Blackburn
Bernice Buchanan
Lori Ann Burns
Karen Elizabeth Campbell
Tammy Faith Cohen
Inger L Elsom
Marna Mae Hansen

Carol Marie O’Neil
Reed August Pasquinelli
Kristi Lane Rambis
Donald Paul Rayhill
Ashlyn Susanne Richardson
Sandrajane Welsh Scott
Wendy Lee Shafer
Hollace Decker Singer
Kristin Andrea Westberg
Marla Caryl Zissman

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 19, 1989

Gail Elizabeth Haan
Karen Ann Hurst
Laura Lee Landmeier

Nancy Marie Mohr
Lisa Marie Oltjen
Susan Lynn Stark
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

May 19, 1989

summa cum laude

*Mary Ann Altemueller
*Kristin Renae Gregory

James Victor Host
*Margaret M Wilkin
*Karen Leigh Wingate

magna cum laude

*Gary Lee Higgins
*Richard Kent Kurfman

*Faith Veronica Obraztsov
*Ilene D Reibman

cum laude

*Beth Elaine Battock
Robi Maria Carlson

*Steven Sean Cassabaum

May 19, 1989

*Catherine Elizabeth Crandell
*Linda Beth Edgar
*Patricia Lynn Jaeger

*Cheryl Yvonne Kaufman
*Sherri LeAnn Skambraks
*Louis Voigt Smith
*Jacqueline Lee Welkener

October 22, 1988

summa cum laude

Jennifer Alline Akright
Elizabeth Ann Dessner
Jamie Panichella DiAndreth
Lisa Ann Finlay
Susan Lynn Haugen

Kathleen Marie Hough
Genise Marie Jentz
Joan Renee Recker
Lauri Lee Webber

magna cum laude

Grace Delos Reyes Caneta
Craig A Johnson
Kristin Lee Jones
Amy Louise Maxwell
Patricia Sue Mounsey
Deborah Kay Pieper

Ann Elizabeth Sandstedt
Cynthia Maria Schledorn
Karen Standerwick
Tamara Lavon Versluis
Mary Elisabeth Wall
Elizabeth Susan Wilson

cum laude

Julie Anne Butler
Janice Lynn Cwiklowski
Merri Leigh Masters
Denise Elaine Plummer
Michele Renee Pontious

Lisa R Shapiro
Margaret Lynn Sundfors
Barbara Kay Tyler
Marni Jeanne VanKeulen
Julie Ray Williams

October 22, 1988

magna cum laude

Donna Michelle Gher
Kristine Marie Jansen
Lynda Marie Kuether
Kristine Sue Lawrence

Marina C Maduro Maitin
Geralynn Maria Ritz
Inge Louise Schulz
April Lynn Simmons
Venneisa Smith

August 19, 1988

magna cum laude

Rossana Marie Molina
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

May 19, 1989

*Mary Ann Altemueller
*Beth Elaine Battock
*Steven Sean Cassabaum
*Catherine Elizabeth Crandell
*Linda Beth Edgar
*Kristin Renae Gregory
*Gary Lee Higgins
*James Victor Host
*Patricia Lynn Jaeger

*Cheryl Yvonne Kaufman
*Richard Kent Kurfman
*Faith Veronica Obraztsov
*Ilene D Reibman
*Sherri LeAnn Skambraeks
*Louis Voigt Smith
*Jacqueline Lee Welkener
*Margaret M Wilkin
*Karen Leigh Wingate

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

May 19, 1989

*Robert Brian Azar
Britt Richard Berrett
Pauletta D Blueitt
Ellen Bobka
Carolyn Lois Brown
Patrick Edward Carron
Phillip Allen Clendenin
Kevin R Cogan
Frances R Finley
Joel Craig Frazier
Glenn C Gray
Rick J Grizzle
Merle Haberman
Elsa Marie Herzog
*Patricia W Homans

Mark Steven Hungerford
Stacey Gwenn Jasper
Craig Alan Jesiolowski
Gary L Kurth
J Christopher Lang
Jennifer Ann Mellitt
John Bartley Millstead
Marietta F Pinaroc
Maureen Ellen Redmond
*Gregory Marvin Robbins
Marne Marlowe Schiffman
*Kathryn McDade Schreiner
Caroline Marie Schwarz
James Joseph Shadoan
Elizabeth Anne Tippett
Kenneth Rodger Weltz

December 22, 1988

Marion Hawes Bornstein

August 19, 1988

Linda Marie Shaw

Cynthia E Turner

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

May 19, 1989

Kenneth Allen Adams
Gabriela Adelt Green
Nayyer Zaman Ali
*Michael Apkon
*Martin Samuel Arkin
Kelly Marsh Askins
Teodulo Manuel Aves
Fred Jeffrey Balis
Timothy Lisle Bartholow
Andrew Graham Batchelder
John Torrey Berger III
Mary Susan Berkebile
Michael Wayne Carpenter
Matthew Glen Cary
Mary Lee Cherry
Naney Kyung Soo Cho
*Tommy Wah Chu

Kevin David Clark
Patrick Stephen Clyne
Gregory David Cohen
Janel Anne Cox
Ted David Cox
Elisa Anne Crouse-Amos
*Charles Michael Crowder
Michelle Rose de Vera
Chandlee Camille Dickey
Jeffrey David Dixon
Sara Kathleen Doster
Mark Howard Drazner
*Laura Ella Dyer
John Bennett Ebens
John C Fang
Nuri Bradford Farber
*Phyllis Lynn Faust
Rudolph Peter Fedrizzi
Brett Ryan Fink
John Edward Fitzgerald
* Rodney Joseph Folz
Bette-Jean Gillerin
Randall Louis Goskowicz
* Ronald Mark Grady
Bruce Todd Granger
Daniel Gordon Hafenrichter
Catherine Anne Hanlon
David Thomas Harvey
Jacalyn Weissman Hazen
Felice Ann Heller
Allison Lamoin Hernandez
Jeffrey Worth Hoffmeister
* John Michael Holland
Howard Jay Ilivicky
Robert Gerald Jacoby
Daniel Thomas Kane
Peggy Pauline Klebba
Gail Lorraine Gibb Knops
Joost Lawrence Knops
Matthew Brian Krebs
Charles Sung-Chull Lee
Patty Lee
Kenneth Robert Lidonnici
Norton Chingtze Lin
* David John Loftus
Thomas Roderick MacKenzie
Anthony Magalski
Gregory Warren Mattingly
Elizabeth Theresa McKinney
Robert Moore McMahon
Carol Olmstead Miecznikowski
* Jonathan Walter Mink
Michon Morita
Arthur James Moser
Douglas Alan Nemecek
Doris Fay Nussenbaum
Bryan Jao O’Young
Richard Campbell Paul
Holly Elaine Perry
Johnathan Richard Perry

Steven Owen Podolsky
* Forbes Dennison Porter
George Charles Powers
John J Puetz
Robert Paul Quarles
Steven Donald Rettinger
Ellen Marie Reynolds
Glen Alan Reznikoff
* Mark Monroe Rich
Antoine Auguste Gilbert Rigaud
Paul Arthur Robiolio
Barbara Marie Rohland
Daniel Clay Roney
Ferdinand Fineza Salvacion
Timothy Charles Samelson
David Edward Schleinkofer
Steven Clifford Schmidt
William Carlton Schroer
Miriam Teresa Schteingart
* Scott Brian Selleck
Mark Joseph Shepard
Raghujit Singh
Louise Elizabeth Sivak
Michael P Steinberg
Richard Scott Strauss
Anita Louise Summerfield
Susan Lynn Sward
* David Alan Sweetser
Jeffrey H Teckman
Brent Craig Thompson
Melvin Henry Thornton II
* Patrick Yat-Fu Tong
* Dwight Arnold Towler
Jeany Tung
Thomas Edward Vaughan
Rebecca Singer Walker
William Victor Walker
Greg Peter Watchmaker
Heidi Kay White
Jacqueline Gay White
* Edward Chun Cheung Wong
Bryan Eugene Woods
Mark Steven Zobel

November 20, 1988
Mark Silverberg

June 17, 1988
Christopher Lee Corless

Matthew Frederick Romanelli
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PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD

In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community.

Wendy Suzanne Armstrong, Eric David Berger, Joseph Michael Carbome, Douglas David DeVito
Joshua Adam Gordon, Mary Denise Hughes, Robert Luis Mullenger,
Eileen Carolyn Roberts, Maurice Orlando Wallace

W. ALFRED HAYES AWARD

In recognition of student-athletes who by personal example have provided constructive leadership at Washington University.

Christopher Lee Cerrato, Angela Yvette Logan, Paul Eric Matthews

A. GWENDOLYN DREW AWARD

In recognition of students with superior academic standing who have contributed positively to varsity athletics.

Susan Astrid Brostrup-Jensen and Bruce Alexander Craig

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Admussen Prize, Wendy Lynn Niemi
David Bronsen Prize, Laura Christine Deitulio and Audrey Gwynne Goldstein
Ralph Bunche Award, Tonya Nichelle Bailey, Eric Carlos Brown, Frederick James Burke, Jr.,
James Curtis Carter, Jr., Rodney Alan DeWalt, Tamara Donyale Gathright,
Denise Lyttie Jackson, Carrie Alice Johnson, Lisa Michelle Landrum,
Terri Lynne Miller, Athena Toi Taite, Maurice Orlando Wallace
Antoinette Frances Dames Award, Kathleen Rakowski, Mark Allen Ramsey, Virgilio Rene Veloso
William Edward Burghart Dubois Award, Maurice Orlando Wallace
Sherman Eoff Prize for Excellence in Spanish, Jeffrey Thomas Berset
J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, Daniel Joseph Bernstein and Jennifer Ninel Toth
Graduate Dean's Award for Teaching Excellence, Karen Louise Remmler
John G. Jutkowitz Memorial Fund Prize, Wendy Lynn Stojeba
Margaret Ewing Prize, Stacey Lee Wiens
Arnold J. Lien Prize in Political Science, Mark Allen Ramsey
Norma Lowry Memorial Poetry Prize, Doreen Susan Salli
Nishi Luthra Prize in Philosophy, David Wayne Beisecker
Ernest L. Ohle Award in Earth Sciences, Robert David Radtke
John M. Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Timothy Douglas Church and Joseph Michael Riney
Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize, Jason Daniel Taff
Putnam Exam Prize, David Soren Shobe
John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry, Eileen Patricia Clifford
Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, Wendy Suzanne Armstrong
Harrison Dailey Stalker Book Prize, Joshua Adam Gordon
Tavenner Prize in Classics, Jennifer Susan MacDonal
Francois Dominique Toussaint L'Ouverture Award, Lisa Michelle Landrum
Percy Tucker Fellows, Timothy Douglas Church and Nora Vanessa Takla
Weltin Prize in Ancient History, John Bertrand Lott
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Dean's Award for Academic Excellence, Thomas Anthony Burkemper
Dean's Award For University Service, Mazie L Moore

Final Honors

Thomas Anthony Burkemper
Janice Rhine Evans
Eva Kudelska
Barbara Lee Meek

Mazie L Moore
Anne Marie Stokely Bailey
Raymond Valentine Vogelweid, Jr.
Elinor Decker White

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

James LaVerne Allbright, Jr.
The Dow Chemical Outstanding Chemical Engineering Junior Award
The August and Ruth Homeyer Scholarship

Andrew Irvin Armstrong
The W Alfred Hayes Award—Outstanding Senior Student-Athlete

Edward Lomboy Balala
The Hermann F Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship

Neil Barrett
The Engineering Wives Auxiliary of the Saint Louis Chapter of Missouri Society of Professional Engineers' Award
The American Telephone and Telegraph Information Systems Awards

Timothy Scott Barry
The Hermann F. Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship

Henry Morgan Bass
The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Ingersoll-Rand Scholarship
The Harold and Millie Guller Scholarship

David O Becker
The W Alfred Hayes Award—Outstanding Senior Student-Athlete
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
The Harold and Millie Guller Scholarship

Sherrie Lynn Bencik
The SEMCOR Endowed Scholarship

Neil Eric Bernstein
The Navy Brand Manufacturing Company Scholarship

Kelly Allen Bierman
The Three-Two Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior
The Harold P Brown Fellowship
The Electrical Engineering Departmental David Levy Outstanding Senior Award

Warren Douglas Burnett
The Daniel Broida Memorial Scholarship
Claudia Ann Cardile
The Robert R Waites Scholarship

Scott Adam Civjan
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Award for Outstanding Scholarship
The Civil Engineering Departmental Junior Award for Academic Excellence
The Eva and Nathan Frank Scholarship

Joseph Michael Consiglio
The Saint Louis-San Francisco Railway Scholarship

Robert Walter Crow
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship

Kenneth John Dauer
The Sho-Hsien Tao Memorial Scholarship
The Society of Automotive Engineers 1989 Student Certificate of Merit Award

Mark Francis Dehnert
The Arundale, Inc. Scholarship
David William Deitch  
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship  
The Norman and Lorraine Ameling Scholarship  
Paul Demichow  
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship  
The William R Benson Memorial Scholarship  
Joseph Edward Dey  
The Hermann F Spoehrler Memorial Scholarship  
David William Dieckmeyer  
The Helen E Schmoeller Scholarship  
The Jerome J Spector Scholarship  
James Kent Dunn III  
The Laura and William Jens Memorial Scholarship  
Peter Thomas Evensen  
The F X and Amelia Essen Memorial Scholarship  
Theodore V Faber, Jr.  
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship  
William Farr  
The ESF Scholarship  
Ellen Suzanne Farrey  
The Class of 1976 Scholarship  
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship  
The MORTAR BOARD—National Honor Society for Seniors  
Michael Thomas Friedrich  
3RD Place in the American Society of Mechanical Engineering Students' Presentation Contest  
Michal Todd Gamble  
The William and Laura Jens Memorial Scholarship  
Joseph Eugene Garner  
The Fruin-Colnon Corporation Scholarship  
The Missouri ACI Award  
Anthony Michael Garritano  
The David E Gers Memorial Scholarship  
Russell Joseph Gentile  
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship  
Deborah Michelle German  
The R Earl Salveter Memorial Scholarship  
Fabio Franco Giannotti  
The Robert R Waites Scholarship  
Michael Lee Goering  
The Arch Mineral Scholarship  
THURTENE—The Junior Men's Honorary  
Kate Diane Gould  
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship  
Gail Mara Gregos  
The Eugene W Lohman Scholarship  
Laurence Neil Hammer  
The Class of 1980 Scholarship  
Soei Shin Hang  
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Professional Excellence  
Lisa Louise Henn  
The Harold P Brown Fellowship  
Michael Daniel Hilgers  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Award for Outstanding Scholarship  
The Hermann F Spoehrler Memorial Scholarship  
The Three-Two Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior  
Patrick Joseph Hirsch  
The Hermann F Spoehrler Memorial Scholarship
Alan Scott Hoback
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Award for Outstanding Scholarship
The Hermann F Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship
The Three-Two Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior
Eric Allen Hooper
The Saint Louis Electrical Board Outstanding Student Award—Two consecutive years
THURTENE—The Junior Men’s Honorary
MORTAR BOARD—The National Honor Society for Seniors
Laura Marie Johnson
The Erwin E and Lorraine Bloss Memorial Scholarship
Scott Daniel Johnson
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
The Laura and William Jens Memorial Scholarship
The Electrical Engineering Departmental American Telephone and Telegraph Award
Peter Kuo Juan
The Robert M Morris Scholarship
The Allison Prize
Nathan Paul Judish
The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
The Electrical Engineering Departmental American Telephone and Telegraph Award
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Sophomore
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement
Timothy Andrew Kelley
The ESF Scholarship
Zachary John Kersulis
The Jerome J Spector Memorial Scholarship
Sushil Nandkumar Keswani
The Jerome J Spector Memorial Scholarship
Stephen Richard Kiefer
The Laura and William Jens Memorial Scholarship
The Society of Automotive Engineers 1989 Student Award for Outstanding Student Member
Phillip Hwan Kim
The William R Stuckenberg Memorial Scholarship
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental SIAM Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics
Song Woo Kim
The Mechanical Engineering Departmental ASHRAE Scholarship
Randall Alan Kimminau
The King T and Adele M Coffey Memorial Scholarship
Katherine Marie Klipec
The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Outstanding Sophomore Award
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Outstanding Junior Award
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Outstanding Senior Award
Joseph Christopher Knittel
The Ralph L Gray Memorial Scholarship
The Engineering Wives Auxiliary of the Saint Louis Chapter of Missouri Society of Professional Engineers’ Award
Daniel Walter Krueger
The Eugene G Monnig Jr. Scholarship
David Aaron Lacher
The Standard Machine and Manufacturing Scholarship
Lisbeth Ann Larkin
The Bernard Fischlowitz Memorial Scholarship
Joanna Kam Hung Lee
The Arthur R Elsperman Scholarship
Donald Dean Lemke
The Class of 1980 Scholarship
Kay Yee Kee Leong
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Award for Outstanding Scholarship
The Civil Engineering Departmental Junior Class Award for Academic Excellence
The Howard W Meyer Memorial Scholarship
Mark Richard Lewis
The Norman J Stupp Memorial Scholarship
The "Pop" Berger Memorial Scholarship
Alan Arthur Lorene
The Hermann F Spoehr Memorial Scholarship
Andrew T Loth
The Laura and William Jens Scholarship
Frank Victor Lovera
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Dwayne Joseph Luzum, Jr.
The Hermann F Spoehr Memorial Scholarship
The David and Ethel Abrams Memorial Scholarship
Geoffrey William Mark
The Robert C Kane Scholarship
Lisa Allen Thorsen Marsalis
The F X and Amelia Essen Memorial Scholarship
Steven Sean McCarthy
The Marchand-Gillespie Scholarship
The Mary Lou and Fred W Dristen Scholarship
William Anthony McCullough
The Robert D McClure Scholarship
Douglas Scott McFarland
The Sigma Chi Scholarship
Karl Norman Metzer
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
Gregg Stephen Meyers
The Barrett L Scallet Scholarship
The Alphonse A Brielmaier Memorial Scholarship
John Leslie Miller
The Eugene W. Lohman Scholarship
Brian Emmett Mitchell
The Erwin C Hoelscher Memorial/ASME Outstanding Senior Award
James Emmett Mittler II
The Lester M Abbott Memorial Scholarship
Robert Luis Mullenger
The Allison Prize
The James B Eads Memorial Scholarship
MORTAR BOARD—National Honor Society for Seniors
Mark David Oakland
The Norman L Krause Scholarship
Susan Beth Older
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence
The Elvera Stuckenberg Scholarship
Michael Allen Orf
The Raymond R Tucker Memorial Scholarship
The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Joseph P Razek Prize
Stacy Elizabeth Patton
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Senior Award for Services to the Department and Professional Excellence
The John Rosebrough Scholarship
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Junior Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Michael Anthony Peck
The Myrna E Kramer Memorial Scholarship
Katherine Kore' Pickard
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Senior Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Parrish Kelley Potts
The Chemical Engineering Departmental Service Award—President of AICHE Student Chapter
The Bernard L Fischlowitz Memorial Scholarship
Molly Reavis Rawls
The Robert D McClure Scholarship
Carl T Raycroft
The Stanley and Carol Proctor Scholarship
Steven Craig Reising
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
Anne Patricia Reynolds
The Walter L Upson Scholarship
Jeremy N Rich
The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
The Electrical Engineering Departmental Russell R Pfieffer Memorial Scholarship
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award
The Allison Prize
Steven Alan Rose
The K-S-H Scholarship
Mia Rochelle Rucker
The Dow Corning Corporation Scholarship
The Society of Black Engineers' Academic Achievement Award
The Association of Black Students' Achievement Award
The Square D Foundation Scholarship
The Ralph Bunche Award for Academic Achievement
Michael John Sasina
The NCR—University Stakeholder Award
The George W F and Martha Russell Myers Scholarship
Gregory Joseph Schade
The Ralph L Cook Scholarship
Steven Lyle Schmocker
The Sidney Grossman Scholarship
The William M Graves Scholarship
Dwight Henry Schumm
The Class of 1976 Scholarship
Terry Michael Scott
The Clifford W and Armario B Murphy Scholarship
David Mark Sickman
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Outstanding Junior Award
Douglas Steven Smith
The Eugene W Lohman Scholarship
Joann Marie Smith
The Gustav K Mesmer Memorial Scholarship
The Edith A Wiese Scholarship
The Society of Automotive Engineers 1989 Student Certificate of Merit Award
Robert Paul Smith
The Class of 1976 Scholarship
Robert James Starr II
The Lucy and Stanley Lopata Scholarship
Otto Carl Stephani III
THURTENE—Junior Men's Honorary
The Earl and Doris Bumiller Charitable Trust Scholarship
Valerie Ann Streeter
The American Institute of Chemists Foundation Outstanding Student
The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award
The Armin Louis Klemm Outstanding Chemical Engineering Student
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior
The Saint Louis Section of American Institute of Chemical Engineers Senior Outstanding Achievement Award
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement
Glenn David Svoboda
The Saint Louis Section of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers Meritorious Achievement Senior Award
The Procter and Gamble Chemical Engineering Scholarship
Jim Oscar Swenson
The Saint Louis Section, ASCE Outstanding Student Award
The Hermann F Spoehrer Memorial Scholarship
Sonya Denise Thompson
The Ralph Bunche Award for Academic Achievement
The National Council for Minorities Engineering Scholarship
The Society of Black Engineers Achievement Award
Scott Brian Tompkins
The Roy S Glasgow Scholarship
Richard Duane Turley
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Award for Outstanding Scholarship
The Gustel K Kiewitt Memorial Scholarship
The Civil Engineering Junior Class Award for Academic Excellence
The William C E Becker Memorial Scholarship
The Engineering Wives Auxiliary of the Saint Louis Chapter of Missouri Society Professional Engineers' Award
Timothy Scott Turner
The Corrigan Brothers Scholarship
Kevin Scott Vineyard
The Ralph L Cook Scholarship
Phyllis Dianne Vinson
The Society of Black Engineers Academic Achievement Award
Jay James Weber
The Lucy and Stanley Lopata Scholarship
Michael Christopher Wendl
3rd Place Team Award in ASME Technical Paper Contest
Mary Etta Wheeler
The Society of Black Engineers Outstanding Achievement Award for Academic Excellence
The Dow Chemical Company Scholarship
The Ralph Bunche Award for Academic Achievement
David Mayes Wisdom
The Chemical Engineering Departmental AICHE Annual Chapter Award
Robert Howard Witzofsky
The Don A Fisher Memorial Scholarship
The Deans' Honorary Scholarship
Michael Neil Zatz
The Conway B Briscoe, Sr. Scholarship
THE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Final Honors

Raymond Joseph Belanger
Cheryl Lynne Bochantin
Janell Dee Bursac
James Daniel Clouse
Robert William Delaney
Michael Wayne Douglas
Susan T Duerrst
Terri Lynn Froehlich
Deborah Kay Graeler
David Edward Kruczyk
Richard William Landess
Brian Alan Leacock

Juanita Diane McDermott
Michael Anthony McLean
Donna D Mueller
Eugene Eckert Mueller
Nancy Lee Pleimann
Mark Thomas Powers
Lisa A Reichert
Linda A Stewart
Vincent George Stollhans, Jr.
Ronald Raymond Tillman
Bradley George Vacca

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Alpha Rho Chi Award, James Arthur Riddle
American Institute of Architects Medal, Richard Eric Nelson
Certificate of Merit, Dante L Domenella
School of Architecture Faculty Award to Outstanding Undergraduate, Angelyn Anderson Chandler
Runner-Up, David James Tidey
Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture, John Trelawney Hoal, Peter Gerard Wolff

THE JOHN M. OLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Milford Bohm Award in Marketing, Paul William Matson
Ralph Bunche Award, Kendal Demetrius Silas and Tracey Tarice Turner
Dean's Special Service Award, Brenda Lee Brown, Dick Chopra, Judith Hirsch Claman
Financial Executives Institute Award, Michael John Armbruster
John Wayne Latchum Memorial Award, Dean Arthur Swomley
Lindell Trust Company Prize in Banking and Finance, Richard Sheldon Goldfarb
Isidor Loeb Prize in Leadership, Ivan Jay Dolovich
MBA Scholar Award, Jeffrey A Koch and Jennifer Dorothy Plumley
Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants, Kimberly Marie Sertl
Hubert C. “Hub” Moog Prize, Linda Gay Kaelin
National Honor Society of the Financial Management Association, William Bernard Gernstein, Lori Lyn Mason, Monica Theresa Serrano, Randall Donald Trombley
Hiram W. Neuwoehner Prize, John P Stephan and David Z Weiss
Powell Niland Prize in Operations and Manufacturing Management, Jennifer Dorothy Plumley and Steven Harry Wise
Outstanding Student Athlete Award, Jon Michael Hansen II and Angela Yvette Logan
Don O. Pyke Award in Advertising, Sonja E Moore
Student Achievement Award, Nicole Diane Casper and Kimberly Marie Sertl
Joseph W. Towle Prize in Human Resources Management and Organizational Behavior, Sandra Catherine Jost and Sandra L Zeltins
Wall Street Journal Award, Steven Michael Cohen and Marie Suzanne Mrad

Beta Gamma Sigma Initiates . . . Undergraduates:


Executive MBA’s: Daran Melvin Churovich, Deborah A Domjanovic, Thomas Gary Granneman Judith Kintz, Gregory Sather Moore, Richard Donald Nadler, Philip Panagos, Albert Greig Woodring

*initiated previously

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Marsha Hertzman Blasingame Prize in Printmaking, Leda D Zych

Thomas R. Blow Scholarship, Jennifer Kaisa Blyth, Deborah Lynn Dudley, Paul Gregory Glenshaw, Kathleen Elizabeth Monroe

Richard Brunnel Scholarship, Lori Anne Coupard, Terry William Finley, Nien-Li Yang

Belle Cramer Prize in Printmaking, Leslie Lynne Clark and Kerry Lorraine Soraci

Helen Fabish Memorial Scholarship in Sculpture, Joseph Daniel Swift

Richard W. Frazier Prize, Lillian Catherine Maurer

Mary Cowan Harford Prize in Watercolor, Paul Gregory Glenshaw

Kellwood Foundation Scholarships in Fashion, Laura Danielle Hutchens

Betty Lowe Prize, Leda D Zych

Tanasko Milovich Scholarship in Painting, Sarah Stewart Frost

Irving L. Sorrow Scholarship in Fashion Design, Heidi Jean Bove and Jean Elizabeth Phelps

Lillie Elise Willemsen Prize, Lillian Catherine Maurer and Joseph Daniel Swift

Edmund Henry Wuerpel Scholarship, Lori Anne Coupard and Sarah Stewart Frost

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Jane Addams Fellowship, Carolyn Brennan-Alley

Alumni Scholarship, Tammy Bea Gwaltney-Weinhold

Mary McLeod Bethune Fellowship, Deborah Eca Levy

Viola Oeschin Bisso Scholarship, Kenneth J. Goldberg

Carpenter Scholarship, Jerrilyn Jae Smith and Marilyn D Smith

Faculty Scholarship, Cynthia Marie Cramer

Mahatma Gandhi Fellowship, Lori Anne Nesmith

Helen Hayden Scholarship, Dana Michelle Wilson

Harry Hopkins Fellowship, Mark Anthony Keeley and Deborah Stewart Stoddard

Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship, Jong-Yeuin Lii

International Peace Fellowship, Catherine Lenoir Striley

Florence Kelley Fellowship, Kimberly Lynn Poyer

Martin Luther King, Jr. Fellowship, James Edward Coleman

M.O.R.E. Scholarship, Gailyn T Thomas

Richard and Kathleen Parvis Scholarship for International Students, Nigel Barry Darvell
Personal Performance Consultants Scholarship, Karen Ann Lumb
David Rabinovitz Scholarship, Richard Brian Leibovich
Mary Richmond Fellowship, Carol Ann Woodward
Joseph H. and Florence A. Roblee Scholarship, Mary Michelle Miller
Eleanor Roosevelt Fellowship, Patricia Marie Monahan
Richard Tittmuss Fellowship, Norberto Chan Bautista
Roy Wilkins Fellowship, Ida Regina Gourdine
Elizabeth R. Williamson Scholarship, Louie Marie Vaughan Bruce
Whitney Moore Young, Jr. Fellowship, Joanne Irene Estacio
Eileen Youngusband Fellowship, Hai-Ping Wang

William E. Gordon Research Scholarship, Calvin Lloyd Streeter and Michael J. Zakour

THE SCHOOL OF LAW

American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local Government Law Prize:
- Land Use Law: Bruce Douglas Sloan
- State and Local Government: Lynda Renee Muenks

Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize, Caryn Lee Gelbman and Marjorie Ann Morris
  - Judge Samuel M. Breckenridge Prize:
    - First Prize: Herbert John Wedemeier
    - Second Prize: Geetha Rao Sant
  - The Breckenridge Scholarship Prize:
    - First Prize: Laura Kathleen Wolfe Rebbe
    - Second Prize: Denise LeAnne Thomas

John W. Calhoun Prize, Gina Maria Tabachki

Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize, Laura Kathleen Wolfe Rebbe

International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award, Jeffrey Preston Fairchild and Kristopher Thomas Schmidt

Judge Myron D. Mills Administrative Law Award, YingXi Fu

National Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Graduate Award, Cynthia Lynn Brown

William M. Pomerantz Trial Prize, Jeffrey Preston Fairchild and Gonzalo Andres Fernandez

Scribes:
- Peter Houghton Love

The Order of Barristers: Gail I Bass, Lynn Marie Bohlmann, Tina Elizabeth de Jong, Daniel Ray Francis, Robert Stewart Guenther, Diane Susan Johnson, Jeffrey Steven Machelski, George Daniel Martin, Michael Joseph Massey, Maria Lynn Prevedel


THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

The Academy of Dentistry for the Handicapped: Michael David Saxe
   - Academy of General Dentistry Award, Lee Cory Evans
   - The Academy of Operative Dentistry Award, Winsome Amanda Henry-Ward
   - Alpha Omega Award, Michael David Saxe

   - Alpha Omega Scholarship Award, Gregory John Jorgensen

American Academy of Dental Radiology Certificate, Jennifer Seungyun Cha

American Academy of Oral Medicine Award, Pamela Melissa Bacon

American Academy of Oral Pathology, William Robert Baker

American Academy of Periodontology Award, Edward Patrick Vahey

American Association of Endodontists Certificate, Daniel Craig Duerson

American Association of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons Award, William Robert Baker

American Association of Orthodontists Award, Gregory John Jorgensen

American Association of Women Dentists, Winsome Amanda Henry-Ward

American Dental Society of Anesthesiology, Jose DeJesus Velazquez

American Society of Dentistry for Children Award, David Joseph Fedewa

Richard Bengel Acknowledgement Award for Crown and Bridge, Curtis Matthew Hoaw

Richard Bengel Acknowledgement Award for Periodontics, William Robert Baker

Pierre Fauchard Academy Award, Gregory John Jorgensen

Anna Bredall Awards, Paul Ly Tran and James Redford Rosell

Delta Sigma Delta Award, Curtis Matthew Hoaw
Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Cash Award, Winsome Amanda Henry-Ward
Dentsply International Merit Award, Kenneth Ramon Irigoyen and Curtis Ray Mitchell
Advanced Standing Program Dean’s Award, Mario Elias Abd Ennour
Edward R. Hart Award, Dimitrios Steve Tellios
International College of Dentists Award, Edward Patrick Vahey
Ishiyaku EuroAmerica Publishers Inc. Award, Jay Skolnick
National Board Dental Examination Awards: Highest Overall Average Part I,
Gregory John Jorgensen
Highest Overall Average Part II,
Gregory John Jorgensen
Highest Individual Score Part I,
William Robert Baker,
Gregory John Jorgensen,
Matt Dale MacLean
Highest Individual Score Part II,
Winsome Amanda Henry-Ward
Gregory John Jorgensen
Quintessence Awards:
Research Achievement, Winsome Amanda Henry-Ward
Clinical Achievement In Restorative Dentistry, Michael Steven McMahan
Clinical Achievement in Periodontics, Matt Dale MacLean
Washington University Dental Alumni Association Prize, Gregory John Jorgensen
J.D. White Award, Kenneth Ramon Irigoyen
Xi Psi Phi Anatomy Prize, Gregory John Jorgensen
Xi Psi Phi Scholarship Award, Curtis Matthew Howa
Omicron Kappa Upsilon, William Robert Baker, Lee Cory Evans,
Winsome Amanda Henry-Ward, James Michael Holland, Curtis Matthew Howa,
Gregory John Jorgensen, Matt Dale MacLean

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

High Honors
Merle Haberman

Final Honors
Paulettta D Blueitt
Bernard James Kerr, Jr.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, Ellen Marie Reynolds
American Medical Women’s Association, Inc., Scholarship Achievement Citations
Miriam Teresa Schteingart
Alexander Berg Prize in Microbiology and Immunology, Dwight Arnold Towler
Jacques J. Bronfenbrenner Award, John Bennett Ebens
Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award, Patrick Stephen Clyne
Robert Carter Medical School Award, Gabriela Adelt Green
George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Michael Apkon
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, Paul Arthur Robiolio
John E. Kirk Scholastic Award, Rebecca Singer Walker
Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Award in Surgery, Allison Lamoin Hernandez
Lange Medical Publication Award, Fred Jeffrey Balis and Paul Arthur Robiolio
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurological Surgery, Jonathan Walter Mink
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, Fred Jeffrey Balis
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, Greg Peter Watchmaker
Merck Manual Award, Ted David Cox, Ronald Mark Grady, Miriam Teresa Schteingart
Missouri State Medical Association Award, Catherine Anne Hanlon, Anthony Magalski,
Mark Steven Zobel
St. Louis Internist’s Club Award, Dwight Arnold Towler
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prize, Tommy Wah Chu
Sandoz Award in Psychiatry, Nuri Bradford Farber
John R. Smith Memorial Fund Award, Greg Peter Watchmaker
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Rudolph Peter Fedrizzi
Upjohn Achievement Award, Michelle Rose de Vera
Samson F. Wennerman Prize in Surgery, Ellen Marie Reynolds
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology, Jeffrey Worth Hoffmeister and Robert Paul Quarles
Elisabeth L. Demonchaux Prize in Pediatrics, Holly Elaine Perry
Cardiac Club of St. Louis Book Award, Ted David Cox
Max and Evelyn Grand Prize, Rebecca Singer Walker
Ishiyaku EuroAmerica, Inc., Book Prize, Johnathan Richard Perry
Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology, Glen Alan Reznikoff
Dr. Harvey Butcher Prize in Surgery, Arthur James Moser
Washington University American Heart Association Medical Student Research Fellowship Prize, Laura Ella Dyer
Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Award, Ellen Marie Reynolds
I. Wallace Leibner Award for Excellence in Pediatrics, Allison Lamoin Hernandez

COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by
Lieutenant Colonel Robert L Bates, United States Army
Professor of Military Science
Issued by the Secretary of the Army
SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES ARMY

*Henry Morgan Bass
Wesley Wayne Bollman
*Samuel Brown Hughes

*Christopher Lawrence Hutson
Philip Eugene Prewitt
James Arthur Pullen

*Distinguished Military Graduate (Army)

The Army commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Graham Chapel at 2:00 p.m. on May 19, 1989. The public is invited.

The following candidates will be commissioned by Colonel Larry A Rachuy, United States Air Force, Detachment 207 Commander.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force
SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE RESERVE

Seann Joseph Cahill
Eric Allen Hooper
Barry Warren Jones

Joseph Henry Scherrer
Anthony Lloyd Woodson

The Air Force commissioning ceremony will be conducted in the Women’s Building at 2:00 p.m. on May 19, 1989. The public is invited.
Presentation Receptions

Following the Commencement Exercises, the deans of the various divisions will be holding a series of receptions when diplomas will be individually distributed. Brunch will be available for members of the graduating class, their families and friends.

The College of Arts and Sciences
North side of Graham Chapel
Rain location—Holmes Lounge

The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
Ph.D. Hooding Ceremony and Reception—Women's Building Lounge
M.A. Reception—Gallery and Gargoyle in Mallinckrodt Center, Lower Level

University College
Gallery and Gargoyle in Mallinckrodt Center, Lower Level

The School of Engineering and Applied Science
South side of Lopata Hall
Rain location—Lopata Gallery

The School of Technology and Information Management
South patio of Prince Hall
Rain location—Umrah Lounge

The School of Architecture
Givens Hall

The John M Olin School of Business
Diploma ceremony—Field House, Athletic Complex
Reception—John E. Simon Hall

The School of Fine Arts
Steinberg Auditorium

The George Warren Brown School of Social Work
Reception—Brown Lounge
Diploma ceremony—Graham Chapel

The School of Law
Diploma ceremony—Graham Chapel
Reception—Seeley G Mudd Informal Lounge

The School of Dental Medicine
The Breckenridge Frontenac Hotel
THE PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
The Embassy Suites Hotel

THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
Diploma ceremony—Moore Auditorium
Reception—Olin Hall

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The Chase Hotel
THE ALMA MATER

Dear Alma Mater, Thy name is sweet to me.
Those days of youth which All of us spent with thee.

Our hearts are all for thee Fair Washington.
Form a dear history, Fair Washington.

Thy halls shall honored be Throughout this great country.
Could they renewed be, We'd live our days with thee.

For all eternity, Our Washington.
For all eternity, Our Washington.